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PREFACE

CERI, since its inception in 1969, has concerned itself with

change in education; with the mechanisms that might bring it about,

with the organisational structu-es that will nurture it, and with

the nature of changes in content and method in the curriculum itself.

Time and again one insistent question has emerged: how successful

have the changes been?
The objectives of education are so manifold, the means by which

they are achieved so interrelated, and the manifestations of success

so difficult to measure - even to observe - that evaluation has come

to be seen as necessarily complex and often imprecise in its findings.

Yet lf sound judgements are to be made, a sound basis of information

is essential.
This report clarifies and may throw light on the problems in-

volved, and points the way to possible solutions.

J.R. GASS
Director

Centre for Educacional
Research and Innovation
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BACKGROUND

In November 1973 CERI launched a project on "New Approaches to
Evaluation of Educational Programmes". In the previous years most
of the work on innovation in education ha posed the prbblem "how
does the administrator know hether cr not an innovation, introduced
experimentally, is worth generalizing?" It is this question that

the project has made central to f.ts work. The stress has been less
on the major policy changes, such as the structural alteration of a
system to comprehensive education, and more on the consequent inno-
vations in content, method and organisation in the educational pro-
grammes that arise from them.

Particular stress has been put on the process by which the

administrator decides what information he wants and then commissions
the necessary evaluation,study. However, this has involved also a
study of the differen styles of evaluation and some consideration

of the methods by whi h the results could be communicated.

This report is the work of Professor Robert Stake of the

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign aided by experts from
many countries and by post-graduate students. He was able to spend

a sabbatical year, preceding the writing of this report, in Sweden
and the Umfted Kingdom. To elp in the process CERI organised an

international Conference at Liege, hosted by the Belgian authorities,
which used much of the first draft as background materials. A docu-

ment, CERI/NAE/75.01, which summarizes the work that went into and
emerged from this Conference is available on demand.

To be appreciated fully, this report should be read in con-
junction with the document, free on demand from CERI, entitled

"Case Studies in the Evaluation of Educational Programmes". These
were collected and edited by Professor Stake.

6
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Chapter I

THE PURPOSE AND LIMITATIONS OF THE REPORT

This report has been prepared as a survey of the developments

in educationP: programe (1) evaluation in the middle 1970's. It

is expected primarily to be of use to persons who will have responsi-

bility for commissioning and implementing evaluation studies. Most

of those people will be government officials but some will hold posi-

tions in schools, in industry, with philanthropic foundations or

will be members of special councils. It will be their responsibility

during the remainder of the 1970's to be the commissioners of eval-a-

tion, to provide the initiative and direction for evaluation studies.

The report is written also for evaluators who will carry out

the new studies. Many of them will not have previous experience in

an evaluative study of national scope - there are not many people in

the world who have. Some prospective evaluators will have had ex-

tensive experience in educational research, and the differences be-

tween research and evaluation may be difficult for them to understand.

Some prospective eialuators will have had experience in teaching or

E.dministration, and their inclinations to move from evaluation into

decision making for the programme may be a problem. They and other

researchers and educators may find useful information in this report,

but it has been written mostly with the education official in mind.

The greatest particular responsibility considered in this re-

port is that of getting the evalugtive study started in a proper

manner. The is3ues to be discussed by officials anu prospective

evaluators prior to making an agreement and the considerations that

might be included specifically in that agreement are given special

attention.

It is apparent that officials and evaluators have different

expectations about what st,Idies can and should accomplish. Although

their differences are never completely resolved, thorough discus-

sions can help. it is not assumed that tbe contract that fixes the

details most rigidly will serve both parties best for substantial

1) "Programme" in this report is used as a portmanteau word to cover ,

the content, method and frame of a learning system.
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changes in expectation and need will ofteL occur during the concact

of the study. It ir the purpose of this docoiLt to alert the

reader to some of the issues that may relu:re olanning and formal

agreement.

There are, of course, many dif_ter-ent evaluation responsibilities.

In this report attention has been 4e1y given to the establishment

of a largescale, perhaps nar.ional, :,%aluative study, probably to be

conducted once only rather Lb:Ir. or t, recurring basis. No effort was

made here to examine tha establishing better procedures

for monitoring ordinary -..%1c,ns in the schools. No effort was

made here to exam:n-i: the p:-blems of prescribing evaluation require

ments ta be carried out 1.',/ project officers or their subcontractors,

in special programmes t1'.7ri as in the Head Start Program in the U.S.A.

or in the statefu%ied innovative projects in Hesse, West Germany.

Emphasis is g:.,.en to the evaluation of a particular programme,

usually an aLready operating programme, rather than to the evalua

tion of n particular issue. Two examples of issues are changing

selective and special schools into comprehensive schools for all

pUpils and using n special alphabet to teach reading. Issues are

important aspects of programme evaluation; but if the focus is on

the issue rather than on the programme, more traditional educational

research methods are likely to be appropriate.

It is not sug:gested in this report that education has not been

evaluted heretofore. teacher, each administrator throughout

the years has been evalusting. Informal, personal evaluation should

be no less important at a time when formal evaluative research

studies are becaming important. The new studies provide information

not in a position to make personal observations

rood ways of combining informal information from

new studies provide an additional kind of infor

programmes, potentially more accurate, more ob

to persons who are

or who do not have

many schools. The

mation nbout lan7e

jer'tive, and more vaLid for the purpose on hand.

are a response to an emerginp need.

Attendance and fiscal records, and fri some countries pupil test

records, have lond been kept. These records are more transportable.

They n be accumulated and examined by a distant educational offi

cia or 1,rmme soonr-,r. ut F,uch records alone leave their

readers nci..aainted with the accomplishment and the problems

of the educati:)aa: proF7ramme.

:t not, rz;p7J..s.1,d th a'. all ocal ,911 problems

need the attenti,n f d:r.tant officials. But some additional infor

mation is sought. There is a cuickly increasing belief that more

information on schon proceedings and on the Pvidence of strength

and weakness of those proceedings is essential to the proper govern

ance of education.

The new studies

8



As this report has been written by an author whose experience

is largely in one country for readers in many countries, and who,

inevitab.y, has his own point of view, it has certain limitations.

.; recognised that the need and responsibility will be dif-

;% each country, just as the history and present circumstance

o. .)f,?rert in each. The American experience is unique - an

past and a most uncertain guide to the future. Yet

it is.the experience cited mostly in this report - not chosen on its

merit but because, like Mt. Everest, it is there, and because it is

the experience most familiar t:) the author and others who helped

prepare this report. It is hort, that the fullness of their de-

scriptions will permit readers to ascertain the relevance of the

findings, the models, and the advice contained herein to the present

circumstances and to future evaluation work in their countries.

In America formal educational prlgramme evaluation has been

greatly influenced by str,ng professional commitment to standardized

testing, by an expectation that Local boards of education and parent

e,roups will help determine instructional objectives and curricular

priorities, and by the development of commercial agencies for the

contracting of iarge-sci...le studies such as the evaluation of federal-

ly funded projects. Observers such as Ernest House and David Cohen !1)

have recognised the higiily political nature of the demand in the

United States for evaluaticn ,Dr education. Such demands are to be

heard wherever legislatures meet and are common phrasing in educa-

tional tracts distributed both ly reform and establishmentarian

groups. In recent years, particularly in the face of ballooning

costs, demands for evidence of accountability of the schools to

thei: communities have be(n widespread and even strident. Although

many completed evaLuation studies fell short of their promise, the

demand for evai.uation in the United States has not diminished.

.
The author has worked with designs and procedures for evaluation

at the local school-district level, at the state level, and at the

iederal IeveL for a little over ten yearr. His experience is largely

limited to American work - and his orientation has been somewhat

uncommon even there. As the listings of Section III indicate, he

has promoted a relativey naturalistic, process-oriented approach

to evaluation. Readers who favour a more psychometric, experimental,

or product-oriented approach may find the report unduly biased. It

is hoped that all readers will take these personal commitments and

limitations into acuount and even be stimulated to further study of

1) See Ernest R. House (Ed.), School Evaluation: The Politics and

Process, Berkeley: McCutchan, 1973; and David-7: Cohen,
"Politics and Research - Evaluati.n of Large-Scale Programs,"

Review of Educational Research, 1970, LO (2), 213-239.



their implications. bibliography accompanying the matrix in

Section III should be helpful in identifying the risks and potential

payoff of this and alternative approaches to the evaluation of

educational programmes.

The limitations of this report cannot be listed in full, partly

due to the finite length of the report; but one additional limita-
tion requires mention. The report is limited by the point of view

that responsibility for research upon educational affairs should be

aggressively assumed by educators. This is not to say that citizens

and elected officials should not investigate these affairs. This is
not to say that scholars from the many learned disciplines should

not study education. Nor should educational researchers disdain the

use of concepts, methods, or advice of researchers from other fields.

It is a point of view taat assumes that educators must take primary

responsibility for the evaluation of educational programmes.

The education profession ha. rather successfully maintained

control of educational research. Few researchers are full-time

teacl'ers or administrators, but most consider themselves members of

the profession rather than members of a discipline such as psychology
or economics. Their work is generally in good repute - only a few

critics find it essentially without merit.(1 ) It is the educational

researcher who is most frequently asked to direct an evaluation

study, and it is he who writes most of the treatises on how it
should be done. Those writings do not always inspire confidence

that the profession can evaluate its own work. A widely respected
American researcher commented:(2)

"...we have reached the end of an gra tnat should never have

happened. There is nothing more tedious than having a collec-

tion of miscellaneous essays, each one decorated with the

author's "systematic" tabie or flowchart, all taking in each
other's washing. The point of diminishing returns in essays on

educational evaluation was passed in 1968 or 1970.

"...none of us thought to ask whether educational evaluation

was a field by itself distinct from other evaluation of social

systems. There had in fact been a fairly substantial evalua-

tion movement in the postwar years that was mostly in the hands

of applied sotiologists. Without any insistence that they made

great advances, I think it was a miz;take for us to proceed with

a parochial discussion, to develop our own jargon, and to talk

only with a small group of insiders.

1) See Daniel Kenos, "On Educational Scientific Lesearch," Report
No. 35, Institute of Education, University of Lund, Sweden,
April 1973.

2) Personal correspondence t.') the author, February 11, 1974.
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"...our isolation has been increasingly damaging as work in

evaluation shifted in the middle '60s to the evaluation of pro-

gram and policies, as distinct from the evaluation of types of

classroom practice. . . . Few of us have been able...to par-

ticipate constructively in the debates about how future evalua-

tion money is to be spent. And this is because that front has

been manned by the sociologists, economists, and systems

analysts."

Evaluators should avoid an over-attention to model-building and the

tendency toward preachment and should not abdicate their responsi-

bility to sociologists, economists, and systems analysts. The main

purpose of many educational Evaluation studies will be to increase

the understanding educators have of particular educational pro-

grammes. The responsibility evaluators have to be of service to

educators usually requires a thorough understanding of education as

a profession, as an art, and as a social service. Few social scien-

tists can or care to build upon that understanding.

Basic research on educational issues should continue to be done

by social scientists as well as by educational researchers. Multi-

disciplinary studies should continue to be encouraged. However,

programme evaluation studies, this report assumes, will usually be

of most value to education officials when developed around the edu-

cational issues found in the programme rather than arrund the social

science issues. The advantages and disadvantages of this approach

should become more apparent in the several sections of this report.



Chapter II

HOW CERTAIN PEOPLE HAVE RESPONDED TO THE NEED

TO EVALUATE EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMMES

1. HOW GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS AND

OTHER PROGRAMME SPONSORS HAVE RESPONDED

There are not many government officials and patrons whu fail

to see a need for formal evaluation. It is they who are asking for

the studles, supporting the necessary budget requests, and express-

ing an optiaism abc.ot how useful the results will be. They are

anguished by the decisions that must be made on too little informa-

tion. They recognise that limited funds must be split among com-

peting needs. They plead for evaluation studies to help identify

programme costs and accomplishments. Jimmy Carter, Governor of the
State of Georgia, said:(1)

"We in government are faced with the problem of determining the

'ideal' level of services within constraints of available

revenues. . . . On what basis and toward what end will these

programs be directed nhd at what cost? This question can only

be answered through an evaluntion system for social services

programs."

and Henry Ford Il rf the Ford Motor Company said:(2)

"...the government has no effective mechanism for measuring

the costs and results of prior legislation against its

goals. . . . In every decision we must weigh the benefits to

society against the costs to society, and let the balance dic-

tate the ch,lice."

Not all officials and administrat,Jrs nre enthusiastic about evalua-

tion; but in the mnin they are more positively inclined than even

the evaluators.

1) See Jimmy Carter, "Reply to Position Paper," Evaluation,
Spring 1974, Specinl Issue, 6-7.

2) See Henry Ford TI, "Peply to Position Paper," Evaluation,
Spring 1q74, Special Issue, h-12.
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Some officials have had favourable experiences with evaluative

research, but usually the support sponsors give is based on hope

rather than experience. Few sponsors have had either good r bad

experience with formal programme evaluation studies. They become

painfully aware of how little is known about their programmes, how

complex.the problems are, and how elusive the solutions. They are,

as a group, highly conscientious about the effectiveness of the pro

grammes, about doing what is best fnr the constituencies of those

programmes. Their summons to use rational management'methods to im

prove those programmes is energized in bureau after bureau, in

agency after agency, by benevolent concern and long hours of prep

aration.
Quite frequently the commitment to evaluate is coupled with a

commitment to a technological approach for management. Folk wisdom

and intuitive decision makinF, are found wanting, planning and speci

fication are found worthy. The measure of good sense in these com

mitments varies from time to time and from place to place. There

are many situations where the various costs of additional technology

outweigh the benefits. Put there also are many situations which

lack order, precision, and ra1:ionality and for which a more techno

logical approach to evaluation is clearly needed.

These officials in government halls and from other agencies and

institutions sre sensitive to the communication problems mentioned

in the previous section. They know how difficult it is to find out

what is going on. They know how difficult it is to inform others of

what is going on. They find the need for documentation broad and

compelling. They are persuaded that only those things that are

written down can be shared widely and only those messages that are

carefully coded can be aggregated to provide a meaningful summation

across successive years and diverse locations. They support the

search for documentary evidence of programme success.

Their reasoning has much to recommend it, but there are grounds

for being caetious. Documentation is both costly and simplifying.

The costs of keerim useful often eat into operating costs.

The records kept never reflect the full complexity of the programme,

sometimes nrovdim; a simnlistic picture which is easily misinter

preted. Administrators occasionally overlook these drawbacks.

Aft(r all, thP call for evaluation and The presence of records, the

call iti;ef nrd the nresonce itpef, are testimony thnt the admini

strators are doing their job. in instances where the records are

not useful, or even mis..ndInf:,
the bIame seldom P7Oef", to the person

who re,leired them. There Is darwer that official: will be more

concerned about berli "r.n recor,'" a recognising t!-1 need for evalua

tion than 11-y).1t frInk:nc n reponse t iv.lt need.



Official'statements are made that reflect the assumption that

what is good for society, that what is good for educational research

is good for education, Rnd that what is good for the evaluation of a

particular programme is good for the evaluation of all of education.

Thus is almost any demand for evaluation supported. These assump-
tions do not hold. Sometimes efforts made for the one are to the
detriment of the other. Not all calls for evaluation are going to

benefit education and society. The pfficials sometimes respond to

the need with extravagant claims as to the benefits.

There is another important effect of the responses officials
make. They tend to make demands that result in responsibility shift-

ing increasingly to programm. headquarters and away from the schools

or projeots tho, f.eld. -3v puthenticating certain issues via

interview and que,,tionnaire, by emphasizing certain objectives

through goal statements and test items, or by elevating certain ex-

pectations and standards with specific definitions in official nomen-

clature, responsibility for the programme shifts from the people in
the field to the programme directorate lais occurs even where there

are sustained efforts to use democratic expressions of purpose and to

use the language of professionals in the field. Sometimes the shift

is deliberate, sometimes unintended and undetected. Sometimes it is

good, sometimes bad. But it happens.

The response of programme sponsors to evaluation needs is both

well-reasoned and self-serving. The sponsors have their patrons,
their audi.nces. There is a story to be passed along. The sponsors

want the programme to succeed and they want to be recognised for

having supported it. The situation is largely the same in a govern-

ment bureau, the armed forces, a university, or a philanthropic

foundation.

2. HOW EDUCATORS HAVE RESPONDED

Teachers, professors, and headmasters have been apprehensive

about new demands for programme evaluation. They have been con-

cerned about the success of their programmes, and they have been

concerned about the increasing demands made upon those programmes.

They recognise the increased involvement of distant authorities in

curricular matters, and many are sceptical about the good that may
come of it. t importantly, educators recognise that any effort

to evaluate the programme is likely to perceive inadequately and

misrepresent at least some of it - and the chances of the programme

being hurt often appear much greater than the chances of the pro-

gramme being helped. In other words, there is a fear of formal

evaluation: and this fear is not entirely without cause.

114
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It is not that these educators are against evaluation. As a

group they are quite ready to pass judgement on school affairs, on

teacher performance, and on administrator performance and to grade

students on almost everything they do. Not all of them, of course;

some are quite opposed to course marks. Some are uncritical of al-

most anything that happens in their world. But most are evaluative.

Not surprisingly, they see little connection between the kind

of professional judgement exercised in these informal evaluations

and the scaling that goes on in most evall:ation studies. They do

not deny the subjectivity and limited experience underlying many

informal decisions but do not see that it would be improved by tech-

nology. They fail to see the relevance to their programmes of most

of the studies they know which have pla ed a premium on objectivity

and systematization.
Often educators raise little or no objection to "national" or

"international" studies. They volunteer their services as test

administrators. They provide observations of events. They yield

up their children, often as if that were the most important thing

the children could be doing at that moment. There is some increasing

reluctance to be so generous, but getting educator co-operation has

not been a serious obstacle for evaluators.

Teacher unions and other professional organisations have started

to speak out on the value of evaluation, particularly as it involves

the evalubtion of their members. And, of course, many evaluative

studies reflect upon the contribution of teachers. The official

rhetoric of the organisation usually is "pro-evaluation". Their

oc'nsional cautionary advice is well-reasoned, and they make an in-

creasing demand that evaluation responsibility be left in the hands

of educators. The response of these educator organisations seems to

be shifting from silent tolerance to occasional participation in

sponsorship, with some increasing restriction against unpaid service

by members.

Many educators would report that they fail to see an increasing

responsibility for evaluating education. They believe the responsi-

bility today is not truly different from what it has been before. What

has happened is increased publicity, increased expectations of edu-

cation, and increased cost. With more people concerned, there seems

to be more demand for formal evaluation; but the educators are not

at all persuaded that formai evaluation should replace informal

evaluation.

It is safe to say, though, that in the great majority of

instances professional educators will.be co-operative with well

presented and reasonably modest requests for participation in evalua

tion studies of their schools, curricula, and pupil performances.

15



3. HOW RESEARCHERS HAVE RESPONDED

Educational researchers have responded enthusiastically - by

and large - to the responsibility for evaluating programmes. They

are motivated by an honest concern for the effectiveness of education

and a conviction that rational study of educational processes will

ultimately improve them. These words of Patricia Story, University

of Cambridge, reflect that optimism and concern:(1)

"...an evaluator's role is a complex one. He is to help with

the clarification of the aims of the course, if not with their

actual formulation; he has a knowledge of sampling techniques

and can organize test programmes; and presumably he must be

familiar with the content and teaching methods of the course

he is testing, and preferably have some teaching experience.

Even if the evaluator is not expected to possess or exercise

all these skills, the fact remains that he needs to be a person

of protean ability or at least to have very good advisers."

Researchers have looked a.c the schools from many vantage points.

Many of them question some school gcals and priorities. Many see

inefficiency and unproductiveness in the pursuit of worthy goals.

Underlying their criticism, whether in the laboratory or when giving

national testimony, is usually A deep and enduring ccmmitment to the

profession.

The training these educational. researchers have had and the

company they keep reinforce their preference for a rational approach

to educational management. Most of them are dubious about reliance

on administrative experience as a basis for governing the schools.

Many look forward to a day when decisions will be made by objective

measurement and validate:I formulae.

Though idealistic these researchers are, they are not immune

to the temptation to imply that their own expertise and styles of

inquiry have been found regularly to be effective aids to policy

setting and routine operations. They recommend looking at problems

through the eyes of their specialties. An educational psychologist

can be expected to give priority to measurements of personal talent

and personality. An e(1\hcationa1 sociologist is likely to recommend

role analysis and the study of community structure. An economist

emphasizes costs, n historian events. It is understandable but not

a reliable i*uide to the concepts nnd methods that might be most

helpful.

1) See PAricia Story, "Cambridge School Classics Project," in
Schools Council I;esearch Studies, Evnluation In Curriculum
Develcoment: Twelve Cnse Studies. London: Macmillnn,



And it is to be expected that the more the researcher is called

upon to conduct the evaluation or be a consultant, the more he will

use it to further his own research programme and to provide training

opportunities for his students. All very well, except that the

well-being cf the programme and the well-being of the researcher do

not always lie in the same direction. The researcher is to be found,

as all humans are, under a constellation of motives. Fortunately,

in circumstances of programme evaluat!on his motives usually have an

opportunity to respond in concert, supporting the use of more formal

designs in order to learn more about the particular programme and,

at the same time, to learn more in general about educational pro-

cesses.
Mosteducational researchers suggest a number of ideals for the

evaluation:design. It should be rational. It should be preplanned

and prespecified. It should operationalze concepts, not leave them

abstract and vague. It should give focus to impact on students. It

should provide feedback for decision making. Few would reject these

as ideals, but some researchers would set lower standards in order

to emphasize other design characteristics and to accomplish dif-

ferent aims.
The educational researcher has responded to the need for formal

evaluation of educational programmes by offers of help and with an

expectation that basic methods and concepts, relied on in the past,

will serve well again. As is his wont, however, he has subdivided

his pethodological cabinet to store new evaluation models and new

terms. The researcher is showing a growing awareness that the evalua-

tion concerns of educators and programme sponsors can be a worthy

challenge to his expertise and can be a justifiable priority for his

attention.

A serious problem exists because different people have such dif-

ferent expectations of what good evaluation studies will dco. The

government official often is lookinc, for information that will help

him choose among competing programmes and budget requests. The edu-

cator often As looking for understanding shout a particular teaching

and learninr: situation. The researcher often is looking fGr broad

understarAing about tne teaching and learning processes. A sin7le

evaluation study, even if successfully following a Rood design, will

not satisfy such different expectations. The purpose of our next

secton is lo examine the aims nnd cinims for different methods of

evaluatin.
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Chnpter III

THE METHODS OF EVALUATING

No one method of evaluating
educational programmes is suitable

for all situations. The information needs will vary. The audiences
will have different expectations and standards. The evaluators will
have different styles, which in turn are more or less useful to dif-
ferent clients. The purpose of this section is to examine some of
the differences in existing evaluation methods.

1. THE MOST COMMON DIMENSIONS FOR CLASSIHING EVALUATION DESIGNS

The writing of Michael Scriven has been influential in identi-
fying basic dimensions of evaluation. His paper "The Methodology of
Evaluation"(1) identified six dimensions, starting with a distinction
between the goal of evaluation (to indicate "worth") and the roles
of evaluation (the different reasons and circumstances for which we
need to know the "worth"). Blaine Worthen and James Sanders (2)
created El more elaborate taxonomy of evaluation designs. For this
report ideas are borrowed from both these sources but presented in
a simpler and less thorough way.

Formative-Summative

The most pervading distinction Scriven made was one between
evaluation studies done during the development of a programme and
those done after the programme has been completed. Obviously, a de-
veloping programme has components that are completed day by day. It
is difficult to distinguish between the summative evaluation of a
completed component and the formative evaluation of a part of the
programme. The distinction is not clear-cut.

1) See Michael Scriven, "The Methodology of Evaluation", AERA Mono-graph Series on Curriculum Evaluation, No. 1. Chicago: RandMcNally, 197,
. .2) See Blaine R. Worthen and James R. Sanders, Educational Evaluation:Theory and Practice. 'Aorthington, Ohio: Charles A. JonesPublishing Company, 1q73.
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The most useful distinction here may be between the users of

the evaluation findings. Elsewhere I have noted that when the cook

tastes the soup it is formative evaluation and when the guest tastes

the soup it is summative. The key is not so much when as mhx. What

is the information for, for further preparation and correction or

for savouring n.nd consumption? Both lead to decision-making, but

toward different decisions.

Formal-Informal

It would be foolish not to recognise the distinction between

formal and informal studies, even though in this report only formal

evaluation studies are being considered. Infurmal evaluation is a

universal and abiding human act, scarcely separable from thinking

and feeling. Formal evaluation is more operationalized and open to

viow, and less personal. It is needed when the results are to be

communicated elsewhere. Of the two, the formal evaluation study is

under an obligation to pass tests of accuracy, validity, credibility,

and utility.

Case Particular-Generalisation

A most important distinction is between the study of a pro-

gramme as a fixed and ultimate target, or the study of a programme

as a representative of others. Most research is expected to be

generalised in some ways: over time, over settings or over subject

matters, for example. Evaluation research may be done essentially

to discover the worth of thc, particular programme, or the worth of

the general approach. Studies are perceived very differently in

this regard, both by investigators and their audiences; and a large

misperception is possible.

The more the study is expected to be a basis for generalisation

the more the need for controls, controlled variation, or careful de-

scription of uncontrolled variation. Description is needed of the

changes in time and place nnd persons, and in many of the ways in

which generalisation may be directed. The case study undertaken for

either knowledye of the particular or for generalisation is a more

useful document when it provides the reader with a vivid portrayal

of the setting and context of the teaching and learning.

ProductProcess

An)ther dimension on which evaluation studies vary is as to

whether they give primary attention to the outcomes of the programme

or to its transactions. A study of thP "product" is expected to in

dicate the payoff value; a study of the "process" is expected to

indicate the intrinsic values of the programme. Roth are needed in
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any effort to get at a full indication of the worth of the programme,
but in any actual study only P small portlon of either can be exam-
ined. Much of the argument as to preferable methods depends on the
beliefs held as to which f.s more mensurable and useful.

Descriptive-judgme: ,a:

Many evaluators coming from a social science backrround define
the evaluation task largely as one of providing information, with
an emphasis on objective data and a de-emphasis on subjective data.
Those coming from the humanities nre likely to reverse the emphases.
One will find some studies highly descriotive of students and set-
tings, providing careful reports of differences and correlations,
but with little direct reference to criteria of worth and value
standards. And elsewhere one will find evaluntion studies probing
into the pluralism of values_to.be found in any educ:.4tional setting.
As with any of these dimensions, any particular study is not likey
to be at one pole or the other, but to make some combination the
compromise. The extremes identify a dimension on which some varia-
tion is appnrent from study to study.

Preordinate-e!Inonsive

Studies differ consiclernbly 2S to how much the issues of evalua-
tior a-e determined bv observation of activities and by realisation
of cohcevhs )f particinants in the programme. Preordinate studies
are more ,riented to ob,lectives, hypotheses and prior expeettions,
mediated bv the abstrations of lanuae. Preordinnte evaThators
know wi:at tney are l!'nki:-0, for and desi:Ti the study so as to find
it. :esnens,ive studies are or1-7nised nround phenomena encountered
- often unexnectedly - as the prorri-amme goos alon;',. (There are
ways of being prespecified and responsive other than these, of
cours,,.

In s',ud': a reatel.: pr.ptic,n ,3f resources

on :-ettin,. 31::,ectives spcified in wr'i ti ri ond developing
:,--1,!Hme.- in pr,,vidln,7 l'or or controlling varia-

tion m,re ,e;),-?n,,jabLe rlatements of relationship amonr
vr3ni,hlor, In stud.: a rolat.ivel...: lnr,7e portion of re-
sourtes is snen preparint. and placin,,. ,,bservers on the scene.

Wnp: --An

.;tudies d:irer Is,) ncw mush they treat the pro,samme as
a totaiity, h-undarie:7. common to non-technical
aodense::. b , s,mmon s.:,-:;1].-s:ienf:e research annronch is to .

concenrate r.um:ner ,f ke.! thorocteristics. A case sLudy
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is often usod to preserve the complexity of the programme as a whole,

whereas a multivariate analysis is more likely to indicate the re-

lationships among descriptive variables.

Internal-External

An obviously important difference in evaluation studies is

whether they will be conducted by personne of the institutun re-

sponsible for the programme or by outsiders. They differ as to bow

formal the agreement to evaluate, as to how free the evaluators nre

to 'raise issues and interpret ftndiroo, and as to how changes

plans will be negotiated.

The eight dimensions above do not result in iE different

evaluation desiFns. T,!any of tht dime%sions are correlated, both

conceptually and in frequency-of-use. For example, an "internal"

evaluation s!Aidy is more likely to be formative than summative, more

likely to te 'Icscrit-rtIvEr than judi.:mental. These char..,Icteristics and

correlations mirht be particular to the places where evaluation has

been most ';,:ommon. In new evaluation situations the key dimensions

and combinationf; mf,rht no qu:te different.

?. NINE EVAI,L,I1GN APPFOACHES

Another way to look at the different ways educational pro-

grammes are evaluated is to look at typical approaches. The dif-

ferences between the approaches can partly be described in terms of

the dimensions just discussed, but more subtl c. characteristics become

apparent when models or prototypes are examined.

lr thi s Lloctim, nine.approPches will be considered. The first

two are very common. Tri any one ,,,ear at least 1U per cent of

Americ7n teachers and punis are involved, at least for a few minutes,

in student achievemf-nt testinr or institutional self-study, as part

of a formal evaluation effort. L;ome of the others are typical as

part of informal evaluation, but unc.7,mmon as formal studies. The

last two are much mare rare, but incre,sinly mentioned by evaluation

consultants. 1-or the deeper understand:yn of this chapter particu-

larly, it is advisr.,ble that it is read in conjunction with the OECD

document "Case .72tudiPs in the i.valuation of Educational Programmes"

which is avaitaole fr(.e on demand from CERT/OEn. heferences in the

text to case studles are tc those i% that doc,ument.

Student Gain by Testin:7

The approach usually suggested 1,.v measuremPnt snecialists and

educational psychologists "testinr to measure student rain in

performance". It relies on tests developpd to match prespecification
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of objectives or on standardized tests that match or cover program(
ob,lectives (or their correlates). Many studies are undertaken using
tests developed primarily for counselling and guidance purposes.
Educators in favAur of highly structured curricula prefer criterion-
referenced tests as a basis for measuring student gain or mastery of
the task. Co.,trol groups are sometimes used. Analysis of regres-
sion or covariance is sometimc!S used to identify variance in student
scores attributable only to the teaching. The method is found weak
by some critics because the tests under-represent what education
apparently does for school children and because the identification
of poor learning is often not much help in identifying or correcting
deficiencies in teaching.

Two of the case studies available in the companion document
are primarily student-testing based, the Michigan Assessment study
and the evaluation of "Follow Through". (However there is some stu-
dent te5ting in most of the case studies here.) Both of them were
set up to improve programme management and to provide information
for state and national policy setting. Neither evaluation studY was
greatly successful in these roles. A third case study, that which
resulted in the Coleman Report, used a great amount of student test-
ing. Partly 1,ecause of action by the U.S. courts the Coleman study
more effectively sustained its readers' concern about government
policy for schools, desegregation, and educational opportunity. Most
of the "accountability laws" passed by state legislatures in the
imply cr m-ndate a student-testing approach..

stitutional Self-Study by Staff

Mostly because schools in Ameri:ca have, by law,_ a great deal of
autonomy, their officers have lookA for ways of evaluating them, to
avoid federal and state control. Long ago they formed regional
alliances, a network of schools, for the purpose of accrediting eac:1
other. A number of special professional organisations, sucn no the
American Association of !?edical Colleges and the Notional Council for
the Accreditation of "eacher T.:ducation, moved in the same way to pro-
vide self regulation and to avoid state regulation.

The -7..ncipal method of evaluation adopted by these organisa-
tions ha., been faculty self-studv. This is not to say that the final
word on any matter was left to the school's faculty, but the primary
gathering of data, in/eerpreting of problems and recommending improve-
ments has beer vig the initiative and hard work of the faculty.
Review by visit:n:7 .cmmittees and adherence to specifications adopted
by member school;; aas also been common to the seLf-regulation process.

The self-study is sometimes used by an institution under inter-
nal pressure, withot Iry external requirement, such as when students
are protestin or when major budget chang.es are imminent. It is a
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procedure which honours the status quo, establishmentarian values.

It takes a heavy toll in staff time, and is a subject in contract

negotiations with some unions. It has the great value of keeping

problem-solving responsibility at the site of the problem. None of

the Case studies gathered here illustrates this approach to nro-

gramme evaluation.

Prestige Panel or Blue-Ribbon Panel

A third common evaluation approach used by governments and

organisations of all kinds is the panel of leading citizens, usually

people without expertise in education (or whatever the focus is),

but who are held in hi.;h esteem, who have a strong sense of social

responsibility, and why are respected for outstanding achievement

of some kind. A group )f several such people is asked to study a

problem. They may follow their intuitions, or be guided by an ex-

perienced counsel or staff member. They are expected to make a very

formal report, usually in a matter of weeks or months.

A well-known example of this approach is the British report on

"children and their primary schools" prePared by Lady Beatrice Plowden

and her committee.(l) In some countries su,:h studies are often

used as grouAs for the enactment of corrective legisation. The

blue-ribbon panel, also, is often the first choice :-?aluation

methods when matters are "in extremis" - seized upon by leaders

when tne institution has been greatly injured, or is immobilized by

crisis.

Less sensational instances are :ommon in the schools when a new

curriculum or student policy or staff organisation is needed. A

prestigious group is asked to investigate. It almost always is ex-

pected to make recommendations. In these instances the method be-

comes similar to the self-study approach menti. -,acl previously. It

should be noted that the distinction of the panel members permits

them to use personal experience and judgment as an adjunct to and

sometimes in lieu of more objetive and definitive data.

None of the case studies is an example of this approach. It

might be noted that, in the case of the Mchigan Assessment Programme,

the Michigan Educational Association, a professional organisation for

teachers, sponsored 2 study of the state assessmmut by engaging a

blue-ribbon panel of evaluation specialists.(2)

1) See Lady Beatrice Plowden et al., "A Report of the Central
Advisory Committee on Children and Their Primary Schools," London:
Her Majesty's Stationery Office, 1967.

2) See Ernest House, Wendall Rivers, and Daniel Stufflebeam,
"Assessment of Michigan's Accountability System". Michigan
Educational Association: Teacher's Voice Supplement, April 22,
1974.
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TransactionObservation

In contrast to the studenttesting approach as a (sometimes)

dLciplined study focusing mainly on educational outcomes, the

transaction observation approach is a (sometimes) disciplined study
of educational processes. liere the activities of the programme are
studied, and with special attention to settings or milieu. Issues
are often drawn from the proceedings rather than from theory or from
gual statements.

Discolines froAi which the methods of observation come include
anthropology, ethnography, history and journalism. Some of t!'.ese

disciplines emphasize the crucial importance of reporting as well as
of mensuring. This evaluation approach follows that lead.

The transactions emphasized are not those between evaluator and
educator, although it is the evaluator with this approach who seems
to be especially sensitive to professional role relationships. This
is nicely illustrated in the UNCAL case study. The transactions
emphasir.e,I are th-)se that take place in the classroom as learner
encounters instructional arrangements, plus the many transactions
among educators makim; those arrangements. Observations are made
in global fashion, either by trained observers or by participants
who are debriefed by trained interviewers.

The SIA evaluation is an especially good example of this
approach. Several Swedish schools had completed an experimental
teaching programme. The evaluation was an ad hoc study to see what
had been learned. The principal attention was to what the teachers
had done, with oarti,-ular reference to how much the instruction was
influenced by institutional and cultural frame factors. The highly
political negotiations to initiate the evaluation were an instruc
tive aspect of the study.

In the transatic)nobservation anproach one often will find an
attention to the Iluralism of values in education. This is ccnsis
trnt with the Plea made by Fran;eis Hetman in a 1n73 OECD document.(1)
he first extractec: a sentence from a Report of the (U.S.) National
Academy of Sciences

"Whatever .flpr,:ement mi0It he made in assessment systems,

toerefore, it is imprtant to remember that the products of such
sstems ultimately renreseht no more than inputs into the com
plex networ.,: of decisionmaking processes, private and pub],ic,

eccnr,mic and prIlitical, that together mold the growth of tech
noloi;y and channel its Integration into the social structure."

I) See Frangois !:etman, Soctetv and the Assessment of Technology,
Paris: '1...:77Anisation tor Economic Cooperation and Development,
1,7173.
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"But is this duty to fall only and exclusively to the central

decisionmaking authorities? In a pluralistic society, ,,.ilh a

monopoly in formulating and assessing alternative future 'ration:3

and courses of action may be regarded as a contradiction if not

as a real danger to democracy. Hence the idea of a "competitive

assessment", in other words, of such an institutional sptup

would allow different sectors of activity, organisations, groups

of interest and affected parties to make assessments of their

own, on the basis of their proper standpoint and scale of

values."

It is not unusual to find populistic sentiment in the tranzaction

observation methodology.

Instructional Research

When many educational researchers are asked to recommend an

evaluation approach they speak of an experimental design, with com

parison of randomized treatments under controlled conditions, or as

close an approximation as pos:tible. They urge the investigator not

to pass up the chance to contribute to the general knowledge about

teaching and learning, sometimas paying little attention to whether

or not the study is useful to the people involved in the programme.

Some auth:,rities believe that the experimelctal approach is

essential even to an understanding of the particular programme.

"...the small differences [educational programs] are likely to

make can easily be either overestimated or missed entirely by

comparing the treatment group with a noncomparable group. The

only truly satisfactory way of dealing with this problem, of

s3ourse, is through randomly assigned treatment and control

groups."(1)

There is a great respectability to this approach, but it has

come increasingly under criticism for its poor record of assistance

to practitioners and policy setters. In a section (Responses of

Administrators to Nine Key Questions) further on, John Nisbet is

quoted reflecting concern about the educational research approach

and the studenttesting approach, especially in formative evaluation.

But the purpose of evaluation sometimes is to spe,!,k of summative

values and to provide generalised information. Such was the field

study of programmed biology materials both prepared and evaluated by

Richard Anderson, and reported as a case study in this book.

1) From John W. Evans, "Evaluating Educational Programs Are We

Getting Anywhere?". Educational Researcher, Vol. 3, No.
September 1974, n. P.
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Robert F. Boruch has published an excellent bibliograohy (1)

of particular studies and general guidelines on the evaluation of

randomized exper4mental programmes. His references include pro-

grammes of sociul rehabilitation, law enforcement, socio-medical

experimentation and welfare as well as education.

Management Analysis and Social Policy Analysis

The next two a7)proaches blend into each other but represent

differences in the urgency of the findings and altdiences. When an

evaluative study is done to assist programme managers (to make im-

mediate or repetitive monitoring decisions) the approach might be

called Management Aralysis. When the same study is done to assist

policy-making, perhaps with a longer time-span, perheps for a wide

constituency or for governing board members (rather than managers)

the approach might be called Social Policy Analysis. But they are

similar in many respects. They both drew upon the social sciences

not usually involved in educational resesrch, management perhaps

more often raising economic issues, policy-setters perhaps more

often raising socio-political issues. They both draw up such econo-

mic concepts as cost-benefit analysis and productivity coefficients,

and such sociological concepts as opportunity costs and work ethic.

One case study reported here which illustrates a social survey

approach to policy setting is that of the Coleman study of "equal

,pportunity". The principal data are achievement test results :Alt

the style of analysis and the interpretations are those of the social

policy analyst.

The evaluation cf the Illinois Program for Gifted Children and

of Ottawa's Informational Retrieval Television are both studies

undertaken by the sponsors of the programm.? (one government, one

private) to help decide whether the progrmmes should be expended,

cut back, or changed in some ways. In botn cases the officials,

finding that no startling facts were likely to emerge, took action

before the several years of findings were available to them.

Goal-Free Evaluation and Adversary Evaluation

These two approaches Are newcomers to the educational research

scene. Michael Scriven introduced goal-free evaluation with te

conversation reroduced in the next chapter. To avoid co-option he

stressed keeping distance between evaluator and programme staff,

ev. to the extent of not knowing what the staff goals were.

1) See Robert F. Boruch, "Bibliography: Illustrative Randomized
Field Experiments for Program Planning and Evaluation".
Evaluation, Volume 2, No. 1, 1974,
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Scriven's evaluator is aware of what goals are usually pursued and

is supposed to be sen4tive to a groat range of indic:ions that

attainments were made, so the approach is not goal-free in that

sense. A highly structured checklist of evidences is utilised.

The Adv0-2ary approach has several champions, most prominently

Murray Levine, Thomas Owens and Robert Wolf.(1) The resources for

evaluation are divided in two: part to show the shortcomings of the

programme, the rest to show merit. In some cases the court of law

is taken as the moel, with the testimony shiped, the case made, and

with cross-examination by counsels for the prouecution and the de-

fence. The approach has an unusual command of the use of real time

for decision-making, an asset that few other approaches can match.

These nine prototypes are
over-simplifications of the approaches

evaluators actually use. Most actual studies draw upon several

styles, varying the programme, the issues and ne audiences

change.

On the following page, a grid summarises the features of these

nine approaches. (A biLliography of readings relevant to this will

be found in the Appendix.)

Lii:e evangelist preachers and high pressure salesmen, evalua-

tors promote their methods. There is good and bad in each of them.

The task for the consumer is to pick the method for which the things

it does well are important and for which the things it does poorly

are unimportant. But there is all too little agreement, all too

little evidence, s to wLat each method does accomplish under which

circumstances.

3. THE COSTS OF EVIJ,UATING

An evaluation study seems to cost whatever the funding agency

can aft:A. The experience of many evaluators indicates that the

director will empluy as many people as the funds will allow, once

the costs of instruments, data processing, travel and administration

are *aken care of. A good estimate is that SO per cent of evalua-

tion budgets go to professional salaries.

One common procedure
of.funding agencies is to set aside a cer-

tain portion of the programme's operating costs for evaluation. For

1) See Murray Levine, "Scientific
Method and the Adversary Model:

Some Preliminary Suggestions", Evaluation Comment, 1973,

4(2), 1-3;
Thomas R. Owens, "Educational Evaluation by Adversary

Proceedings", in Ernest House (Ed.), School Evaluation: The

Politics and Process. Berkeley: McCuTCnan Publishing

Corporton. 1973; and
Robert -. Wolf, "The Application of Select Legal Concepts to

Educational Evaluation," unpublished PhD Dissertation,

University of Illinois, 1974.
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NINE AFPRoCRES TO EMATIONAL

AP11C:ASII

STUDENT GAIN

BY TESTING

PURPOSE

le measure

student

performance

and progress

EEY ELEMENTS
PURVIEW

EMPHASIZED
PROTAGONISTS

Isee references)

CASES,

EXAMPLES NISHS PAYOFFS
Coal statements;

Test score analysis

Discrepaney between

goal and actuality

EDUCATIONAL

PSYCHOLO-

GISTS

Ralph Tyler

Ben Bloom

Jim Popham

Mal ProvusINSTITUlIONAi

SELF-STUDY

BY STAF1'

PLUE-RlBBON

PAEEL

To review end

increase staff

effectiveness

TRANSASTION-

YVE; ATION

Committee work;

Standards set by PUESSORS,
staff; Discussion;

TEACHERS
Professionalism

National Stild4

of School

Evaluation

Dressel

STEELE
Oversimplify

WOMER
eduo'l aimv;

HUSEN
processes

BOERSMA-
Alienate some

PLAWECKI steff; Ignore
KNOLL-BROWN values of

CARPENTER outsiders

Emphasize,

ascertain

student

progress

Increese staff

wareness,

sense of

responsibiiity

Gather hest

insights,

judgment

Vo resolve

crises and

preserve the

institution

10 provide

underdtanding

of activities

and values

Prestigious panel;

the visit; Review LEADING
of existing data

CITIZENS
s documents

Janes Cnnant

Clark Kerr

David Henry

Educational issues;

classroom observa-

tion; Case studies;

pluralism

CLIENT,

AUDIENCE

Lou Smith

Parlett-

Hamilton

Bob Rippey

Rob Stake

ELDER
Postpone

HAVICHURST action;

HOUSE ET AL Over-rely on
PLOWDEN Intuition

MacDONALD Over-rely on
SMITH- .

subjective

POHLAND
perceptions;

PARLETT Ignore

LUNDGREN causes

Produce

broad picture

of program:

See cinfilct

in VA'tlin

Feedback

for decision

making

To increase

MANAGEMENT
rationality

ANALYSIS
in day to day

decisions

:to generate

INSTRUCTIONAL explanations
RESEARCH

and tactics

ni instrurtion

Lists of options;

estimates; Feedback

loops; Costs;

EffIcienc7

Controlled condi-

tions, multivereete

analysis; i;Dra fnr

generalization

MANAGERS,

ECONOMISTS

RESEARCH

METHODOLO-

GISTS

Leon Lessinger KRAFT
Over-value

Dan Stufflebeam
DOUGHTY-

efficiency;Mary Alkin
STAKENAS Undervalue

Alan Thomas
HEMPHILL, implicits

Don Campbell
ANDERSON, R. Artificial

Julian Stanley PELLA
conditions;

Mike Striven
ZDEP-JOYCE Ignore the

Bill Cooley TABA
humanistic

dames Coleman COLEMAN Neglect of
David Cohen JENCKS

educational
Carol. Weiss

LEVITAN issues,
Mosteller- TRARELL details

Moynihan

SOC 1 AL

POLICY

ANAIYSIS

GOAL-FREE

EVALUAT7N

ADVERSARY

E7 A LE AT teN

To aid

development of

institutlenal

poiicies

Measures of social

conditions and

administrative

implementation

SOCIOLO-

GISTS

New principles

of teaching

and meterials

development

Social

choices,

constraints

clarified
To assess

lyre proprNent

Over-value
effects of

Claims, follow
CONSUMERS; Michael Striven

HOUSE-HOGBEN documents &
programme

check-list
ACCOUNTANTS

record keepingTo resolve a

two-option

choice

Opposing advocates,

cross-examination,

the jury

EXPERT;

JURISTIC

Tom Owens

Morrey Levine

Bob Wolf

OWENS

STAKE-GJERDE

REINHARD

Perscnalistic,

superficial,

time-bound

Data on effect

with iittle

co-option

Info impact

good; Claims

put to test
'1 course these

descriptiee tags are D great
over-simplification. The approaches

ogerlap.
Different proponents and

different users
have different styles. Each protagonist
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large programmes using conventional methods summative evaluation

might run up to per cent. Smaller programmes, unusual programmes,

and highly controversial programmes may need 5 per cent. Formative

'evaluation can be more expensive, depending on the difficulty of the

development problems. In evaluation efforts of the U.S. Experimental

Schools it became apparent that agencies could not effectively use

substantially more than 5 per cent, perhaps.because expectations as

to what would be accomplished by the evaltors becomes unrealistic.

(The figures in this section are based on the author's own experience

as a project director and consultant.)

One good strategy for the commissioning agency is to be explicit

as to what kind of observations or what kind of information it needs,

and to get the prospective evaluators to indicate how they would do

it and what it would cost. They might be encouraged to submit more

than one'plan, with costs estimated for each. Experienced evalua

tors will be able to give examples of what othr studies have cost

still it is difficult for the commissioners to know how much was

accomplished for these expenditures.

The quality of the study is not likely to be related to its

cost. The princina2 concern is to get able persons working on the

study. Sometimes Ghe:: sort very little, sometimes:they are not

available at any price. "ihe commissioners hnve to pay the "going

rate" for what they want, lust as they would for architects, medical

doctors or strirp, nuartets.

The costs of pn evnluation study are not only the oxnenditure

of financial resources, Put also lnrrely the use of stur'ent, teacher

and administrntor tine. Interference in the programme operations is

a substantial ccst in some studies, sometimes even causing the

evaluation results t,1 be called nto question, and encouraging the

evaluator to seek unobtrusive methods.(1) A drop in staff morale,

community unrest, and increased bureaucratic insensitivity are in
tangiPle costs thnt are sometimes attributed to evaluation pro

grammes.(L) Die total costs of nn evaluation study are extremely

dfficult tc tally.

There are some reliable expectations as to how financial costs

will mount, in nddition to the obvious fact that employing more

people costs more mune/. ::ere are a few:

1) See Eurene J. 'r:rbb et al., Unobtrusive easures: ;:onreactive

:cesearch in the ::Ir.ciaL niences. Chicap,o: 1:and

,ThmpRny, 1 .

2) See i.,rnest i:ou d. , :7,chool Evaluation: The Politics nnd
Process. r.ccutchrin Publishing CorPoration,173.
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1, Sampling a large population is much less expensive than

interviewing every teacher or testing every child. How-

ever, with small populations, such as that of a single dis-

trict, the administrative costs of sampling can overcome

the savings.

2. The size of sample by specialists in sampling Increase

co7ts of data gathering disproportionately above the size

needed answering most evaluation questions.

3. The cost o: constructing nnd validating new instruments or

procedures i very high. Existing ones will usually be

much cheaper, although perhaps not sufficiently relevant.

4. It is usually a waste of resources to use a standardized

instrument fo: a small number of observations if the

instrument is not a part of the clinical tools of the eval-

uator, +Ile educators or the audience members. Unstandard-

i-,fa observations or questioning are likely to be more

informative and less expensive for small operations.

5. The use of computers is necessal'y in most large-scale data

analyses. Computers can save groat amounts of personnel

time, but their budget lines are often over-funded. De-

signs for evaluation studies are consistently overly ana-

lytic because the computers are so readily available, the

costs so easy to justify, and the results so apparently

credible. In small studies especially, computer costs

should be considered as needing thorough justification.

6. Publication and dissemination costs are regularly much

higher than anticipated if there is to be an effective job

of circulating the findings.

7. Overh',0:4 costs to institutions for use of facilities, li-

braries, access to experienced personnel, fringe benefits

for employees, etc., are as justifiable for evaluation

studies as for more conventional research studies.

It would e nice if we coule catalogue evaluation costs, showing

what findings can be expected to cost, or even what inquiry methods

are relatively more costly. But no reliable infcrmation of this

source can be provided. The commissioner of an evaluation study

will have to question experienced researchers and examine budget in-

formation from completed studies - and still should expect to rely

on guess-work. As with many commodities the prices are very unstable.

But given reputable evaluation personnel and with care in siriting a

good agreement, the commissiJner can get his money's worth.
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Chapter IV

NEGOTIATION OF AGREEMENTS TO DO EVALUATION STUDIES

The general purpose of this report is to review the various

methods of programme evaluation currently in use in education. A

more specific target is the review of the particular responsibility

for negotiating an agreement.to carry Out an evaluation study. In

this section the reader will find a listing of issues needing con-

sideration by the commissioners or sponsors of the study'and by the

prospective evaluators. Three hypothetical caaversations between a

commissioner and a prospective evaluator have been included to sug-

gest different directions initial conversations may go - depending

on the Orientation of the evaluation specialist. Comments by ex-

perts considering the difficult task of negotiating an agreement to

carry out an evaluation study are also included in this section.

1. ISSUES FOR CONSICERATION

It is reasonable to suppose that in addition to the usual con-

sideration of purposes, dates, persons, and costs, the parties

working toward an agreement would anticipate the things that could

go wrong and take preventive steps, and that they would make real

preparations to deal expeditiously with the problems that will occur.

That is the pessimistic supposition taken here. "What could go

wrong will go wrong" is a useful slogan. The following advice about

issues is based not only on theory but on the practice of evaluation

in many places, as illustrated in the several case studies in the

final section of this report.

A contract can be too specific orAnot specific enough. If the

contract is too specific the evaluator)will be unable to respond to

unexpected difficulties and opportunitieE,. If the contract is not

specific enough the chances of the sponsors getting what they need

(and having the grounds for insisting upon it) are reduced. The

conversations between commissioners and potential evaluators can al-

so be too specific or not specific enough. If they undertake a de-

tailed technical examination of the programme, the evaluation design,

and the possible troubles that might occur, the conversations are
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likely to de-emphasize the larger policy questions, to disdain the

more subtle "unmeasurable" circumstances, and the parties are likely

to over-protect themselves with constraints and risk-lowering clauses

that could severely limit the opportunity of the evaluation study

to be maximally useful. If the conversations are not specific enough'

(and this is usually the case, sometimes because the commissioner

does not want to reveal how little he knows about research methodol-

ogy and the evaluator does not want to reveal how little he knows

about education) then there is little chance for thn evaluation

study to engage the questions the commissioners need help with and

to extend the understandings of the programme in ways that will

facilitate decision-making.

Purpose

Perhaps the most important question to be raised, once and

again and again, is that of the purposes of the evaluation study.

Of course, the purpose of evaluation is to find out what is good

and what is bad. In programme evaluation the purpose is to find

out the merit and shortcoming of the programme. !ut the particular

questions that concern participants, sponsors, and other constituen-

cies, need more final judgments. They need information, inter-

pretations, recommendations. They need attention to the particulars

of the programme. A general review of the merit and shortcoming may

fail to address these questions. A hypothesis-testing experimental

study may fail to adiress these que:;tions. Any design:might. There

may or may not need to be direct attention, for example, to the

actual achievements of students. Cuestions of whether or not the

materials are too difficult to read, aimed et the wrong objectives,

offensive to parents; questions of whether the teachers are too

liberal or conservative, whether or not they know their subject

matter; questions of the competence of programme administrators

- these are a few of the many imponderables that may be on the

minds of programm constituents. The evaluators and commissioners

need to eamine the range of pertinent questions and to allocate

the usually modest resm.:rces for evaluation to the few questions

that can be riven prlmnry at'ention. Evaluators and commissioners

need to consider - not o much the dictionary definition of evalua-

tion, nor the desirns of the evaluation methodologist - but what

the people involvPd expect an evaluation study to accomplish.

This is not tJ say that a rood written statement of the pur-

poses or expectations of the evaluation study is not necessary, or

that it will assure that the direction of the evaluation is proper.

The main thins is for the parties to be satisfied that they know as

much as they should about why the evaluation study is being under-

taken.
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Audiences

It might at first be assumed that the commissioners are the

primary audience for the evaluation study, but there usually are

others to whom the results will be circulated. Quite often, the

commissioners do not expect to learn anything new, and expect that

the study will but confirm what they alrendy know. Evaluators need

to know who the audiences are so that they may gather data consid-

ered most relevant by these audiences, verify observations to meet

their standards of credibility, and prepare a presentatiOn of find-

ings in a style that the audiences will find comprehensible and

useful.

It is obvious that parents, teachers, students, officials, pro-

fessors, and others will differ, and diffr within their own groups,

es to what isCURS in the programme are most important. Most may be

concerned with whether the programme is accomplishing its instruc-

tional objectives, but some will not. Some of the time, energy,

and funding for the study may need to be spent studying audiences.

How the commissioners perceive their audiences is an important first

step, and one that needs to be re-checked during the progress of

the study.

The evaluators have their audiences too. They want their find-

ings to be shared by research colleagues, they want their good work

to be recognied by their superiors, and they want their students or

apprentices to learn from the case at hand. Some recognition should

be made by the commissioners of these audiences.

Methods of Inquiry

Both parties to the negotiations will have some idea what is

appropriate and inappropriate evaluntion methodology for the study

at hand. There needs to be sufficient discussion of how the study

might be carried out so that neither Party will feel misled about

what is expected by the other. The listing of the nine approaches

in the previous section might be used to illustrate some of the

techniques desired by either party. If at ail possible the pros-

pective evaluator should provide representations of previous work

(perhaps a portfolio of instruments, protocols, and reports. The

commissioner might show examples of o:ood and poor studies previously

done to help the evaluator understand his standards.

It is reasonable to suppose that the evaluator will be the bet-

ter judge as to which techniae is most suitablo for answering a

particular question, at a particular cost, and at a particular level

of credibility. But it should also be reCognised that the commis-

sioner aill have important ideas as to which techniques have been

useful and which have been objectionable in other civt:6mntances.
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Because the commissioners feel at a loss, sometimes, to know whether
or not a method is reputable, it is not unreasonable for them to

appoint a consultant (or for the evaluator to employ an independent
reviewer) who will attest to the suitability of methods.

One of the most surprising things to.commissioners is the fact

t..at distinguished researchers cannot or will not switch their
methods of inquiry. When one chooses an evaluator, one chooses a
metilod of evaluating. Investigators will often redirect their at-

tention to emerging issues and to new opportunities to gather infol-
mation, but they are less flexible about changing styles of data
gathering and analysis. One way they increase their range of methods
is to add persons with different styles to the team, or to sub-
contract a part of the study to another group.

An important part of the methodology is the reporting technique.

Evaluators have many different styles of reporting. Experimental
psychologists, philosophers, and many "academics" as a group prefer
to write a report suitable in style for publication in a scholarly
journal. The report may be prestigious, but may be incomprehensible
to some important audiences. Some commercial evaluation agencies

and local study-groups are prone to make reports that reflect most
fevourably upon the sponsor. These have public relations value, but
are a poor aid to decision-making. Whatever proposal the prospective

evaluators make should indicate the style and extent of reporting
expected. The commissioners should review this potential commitment
carefully.

Confidentiality

Many data used in evaluation studies require confidential hand-

ling. Official correspondence, teacher-competence ratings, data on

parental income, student reports of misconduct, are some of the more
sensitive data. but many individual observations and scores are

gathered with the understanding (often implicit) that they will dis-

appear into impersonal summary statistic's, their identity remaining

undisclosed outside the boundaries of the evaluation project. It

used to be that burying information in a computer or in a student's

"cumulative file" was considered secure storage, but increased ac-

cess to computers and files, particularly with new legislation pro-

tecting the privacy of individuals, has changed things. The plan
for data storage and processing and for circulation of interpreta-

tions should be a major provision in the evaluation-study plan.

Certain rules about the release of scores, observations, and

quotations will sometimes be needed. It should be stated explicitly

which people will have -.Excess to the data, the access an individual

will have to his own records, how errors may bq recognised and cor-
rections made, etc. Any transcripts of tape recordings of meetings,



classroom sessions, interviews, etc., may m?ed to be cleared by all

who participated. Setting such rules is an integral part of the

technology of educational measurement and is part of the ethical re-

sponsibility of an evaluator.

One of the most common disagreements that arises between spon-

sors and evaluators is with the reporting of programme information

considered confidential. When this occurs it is likely to be be-

cause the evaluator felt obligated to look into matters that were

not originally anticipated, then, holding data the programme people

recognise as relevant but not appropriate for all audiences, he in-

cluded it as a report that becomes available to those audiences. If

the findings are extremely bad the evaluator may feel a moral ob-

ligation to act unilaterally and release them even though +he origi-

nal agreement specified that reports would not be made wit: )ut the

permission of thr sponsor or programme personnel. Such situations

cannot be dealt with specifically in advance, but it is wise for

the commissioner and evaluator to be aware of these possibilities.

Continuing Negotiations

Even though a formal contract or agreement is signed it is im-

portant to considor the arrangements between commissioners and eval-

uators as requiring monitoring and further negotiating. It often

is a mistake to fix a priority or a limit to the study when a bet-

ter decision can be made after more is understood about the programme

and its evaluation.. The need for such continuing negotiations should

be anticipated and provisions made for modifying the original arrange-

ments.

There are bollnd to be misunderstandings such as the one mentioned

two paragraphs bac'K. How to deal with misunderstanding is no great

mystery - one needs contact, communication, empathy, and a willing-

ness to reconsider. But an impasse sometimes is reached. If so,

it might have been helpful to have identified, in advance, a group

that would act as a "court of appeals". The original negotiations

should anticipate the need for .;lubseouent negotiations - not as a

sign of fallibility, but as n sign of responsibility.

2. CHECXLIST

To assist both the commissioner and the prcspective evaluator

in covering the many important considerations, the following check-

list has been prepared.
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Checklist for Negotiating an ireement to Evaluate an Educational
Programme

1. Do the parties to this negotiation know each other? What
more do ney need to find out? Who wants an evaluation
study? Would those not participating (e.g., programme de-
velopers, teachers, students) have added an important per-
spective?

2. Wat programme is it that is to he evaluated? Whose pro-
gramme is it? What is its setting? its history? its pur-
poses? its scope? How has it been evaluated before?

. 3. Why is there to be an evaluation study? What is it expec-
ted to produce? What should it accomplish (e.g.,recom-

mendations, authoritative judgments, explanations, points
of view)?

4. Who are the audiences for the evaluation findings? Will
different audiences (e.g., parents, technologists, members
of parliament) have different bac.kground experience and dif-
ferent information needs?

5. What do the people who are most closely involved with the
programme see as its major issues or problems? What issues
do other people see? How do all these relate to the major
issues facing education elsewhere?

6. What resources are available for the conduct of this study?
What cost estimates can be made (e.g., in money, staff time,
programme Ois-uption)?

.. What is the work history and working style of the prospec-
tive evaluators (i.e., the persons, team, or agency)? Do
the: have a portfolio of reports and artifacts from com-
pleted studies?

Why would the evailltors be interested in doing this study?
What is there in it for them? Who else would they like to
have he170_nr them with it?

What will be the primary sources of data? What arrange-
ments would be necessary to gain access to these sources?
Aro rulo:; of acoess needed?

. flurino the uru I !.:le evaluation study, where and how
would the loto r)o c.pt? What would be the rules of access
to ths doto (e. to sarticipants, sponsors, newspaper
reper'iers?
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11. What would be a suitable plan for reporting the findings?

informal feedback? progress reports? final presentations?

Are the evaluators free to publish findings in professional

journals? What checks will be made on the effectiveness

of the evaluation feedback?

12. How will further arrangements be negotiated after the study

begins? What will he the response to unexpected changes in

programme? What misunderstandings may arise between the

sponsors of the study and the evaluators? How will con-

flict be resolved?

13. What more needs to be said about thepurposes and expecta-

tions for the evaluation study?

HOW ADMINTSTFATORS ,:AVE RESPONDED TO NINE KEY QUESTIONS

How to go about the business of getting an evaluation study

started is a different matter in different circumstances. Experi-

enced administrators have different advice to give, partly because

they work in different circumstances. Still, there is a substantial

agreement among them, as the responses on the following pages indi-

cate.

About 1. administrators were asked to respond, in writing or

orally, to the first five questions here. Some raised and answered

other questions, and some referred to statements in the professional

literature. Included is one statement from an article in Educational

Researcher by John Evans of the U.S. Office of Education, stated here

as an answer to a key question, though 1.:r. Evans was not one of the

administrators I sought out.

None of the administrators has spoken here for his agency but

only as an individual experienced with some aspects of initiating

the formal evaluation of educational programmes. What was most ap-

parent from the careful consideration and candid responses given to

the questions was an optimism that evaluation studies can facilitate

the governance of educational programmes and that good lines of com-

munication between commissioners and evaluators are essential. The

answers were made with a quick readiness to share experience. The

excerpts on the following pages should help administrators both with

large and small experience with evaluation studies to focus on the

responsibilities of negotiating productive workfng arrangements.



The questions started with this heading:

Consider the advice you might pass along to educational offi-

cials who are about to commission a large-scale evaluation

.study. It could be, for example, advice to a West German

government agency about to set up an evaluation of special

finding of schools having new science programmes, or advice to

certain Australian officials about evaluating consultancy ser-

vices to outback districts. The evaluation is to be done by

an outside group, not by staff from the same bureau or ministry.

Making the Evaluation Plans Specific

Question 1: Eo you feel that the commissioners should insist on

high]y specific plans by the evaluators? Which is the .

greater danger, that the evaluators will focus too

early on varlables and issues found later not to be im-

portant, or that the evaluators will spend so long form-

ing and correcting the design that the results will be

incomplete and unsubstantial?

Charles Beltz: Those commissioning a study should make sure

that they are clear in their own minds as to what exactly it is that

they wish to have evaluated. Often, the negotiations with the evalua-

tors are instrumental in clarifying the thinking of the commissioners.

This approach causes a good deal of frustration and argument to both

parties, is very time-consuming, and makes unnecessary demands on

.the evaluators for repeated design modification. How specific any

plans for evaluation must be varies from case to case, but if the

commissioners have prepared a well thought out brief for the prospec-

tive evaluators, the latter are in a much better position to develop

an appropriate and acceptable design. Taking this as the basic re-

quirement, there must be sufficient latitude for agreod modifica-

tions during the course of the project. Rigid adherence to all of

the original design, without amendments arising out of changing cir-

cumstances over the time of the project, can make the final oul.comes

at best incomplete, sometimes irrelevant.
1

Alphonse Buccino: Plans should be clear, but not necessarily

highly specific. By far the greater danper with complex projects

is focusing too early on variables and issues which will be found

later not to be important.

John Banks: No. ThP plans for the evaluation should be con-

sistent with the way tne experiment has been formulated. The plans

should leave room for growing. The danger of too early a focus is

more likely, but both Pre likely.
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Stig Obel: It depends on the sort of evaluation the evaluator

is up to. A psychometric evaluation should be based on rather speci-

fic plans or at least on a model of evaluation with examples from

earlier work of the evaluator, showing rather specific variable anal-

ysis. In most cases the second danger, that of spending too much

time on planning the design, is greater than the first danger. The

commissioner should be warned of this danger.

Bryan Dockrell: The keyword is flexibility. That doesn't mean

ad hocery or muddling through. It means thinking about the possi-

bilities carefully in advance, specifying possible techniques but

keeping the options open for as long as possible. 'It means too being

willing to add additional dimensions to studies as they become rele-

vant. It also means having the courage to acknowledge that data

gathered with great care and at great effort is uninformative.

Sally Pancrazio: Partially. Some of the aspects of the plan

can be highly specific (time-line, professiorial staff to be used,

available facilities, needs for subcontracting, costs, etc.). Where

options in methodology exist, or where actions depend on certain re-

sults or findings, the need for ,alch decision points can be speci-

fied, as well as the specification of possible opti(ns. As an eval-

uator of proposals and as a reader of final reports, I have not

"seen" the latter danger occurring. In fact, the time constraints

related to fiscal year appropriations and expenditures prevent the

evaluator from spending too much time "formin?: and correcting the

design".

Arieh Thestion 1 should be divided into two portions:

first about the specific plan aEd then about the definition of varia-

bles. The preparntion a specific plan does not necessarily re-

quire the early dnitj n of the variables. It may be that the

plan contains a schedule wh:Th allcws for exploratory studis,

but which also require::: that v riaMes will be defined by a certain

date. Moreover, thAt tirrie t';0 evaluators should provide "justi-

fication" for the selecton al. 'efinition of the variatles. Such

justification should be based on the findings of the exploratory

investigation.

Generally the plan should be highly specific in a -ense that it

should cont.in details about the data areas which should be covered

by the study. Examples of such areas are: cognitive behaviours of a

higher mental type, transfer of knowledge, interest, co-operation

among students, management problems, teachers' and parents' identi-

fication with the program. The plan should indicate now these

variables should be defined. If they should be based on the results

of an exploratory study, how should this study be ccnducted, how many
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observations, etc., should be made? The plan should also be speci-
fic concerning the sample size, methods of sample selection, end
time-table. Such a procedure may avoid both shortcomings mentioned

in the question, the focus on variables which are not important and
on the attainment of unsubstantial results.

Negotiating a Contract

Question 2: Should the officials and the prospective evaluators

meet and negotiate a contract that specifies the de-
sign to be used? Is it hetter to have a long period
of negotiations'? Does it help such negotiations to re-

fer to previous studies, instruments, reports, and
findings?

Bryan Dockrell: Association between the various groups in-
volved in a study should begin early and should be seen as a process
of mutual enlightenment. The evaluators will certainly have a job to
do in clarifying tbs.,. limits of the imformation that they can pro-
vide. It is understandably difficult for administrators to realise
that a mean score on a test may not convey the information it ap-
pears to. The classic example of misunderstanding of this kind is
the Stuart and Wells reading survey. fhe report itself was impec-
cable. It was nonetheless misunderstood. In these early discussions,

reference to previous studies, possible findings, and appropriate
instruments would surely play a major part. I do not see these dis-

cussions as merely preliminary to a study but an important part of
any evaluation. In a study on primary school achievement in one

Scottish local authority area, we had a series of meetings with of-
ficials followed by the estal:lishment of a steering committee which

included representatives of a school system and those in the edu-

cational community, the university, colleges of education and our-
selves who were, primarily contributing expertise to a process of
self-examination.

Sally Pancrazio: The neaotiation period should not be long.

However, I can see that where the proposals do not fit the specifi-

cations, and the best proposal needs to be discussed with the sub-
mitters in order tc brini, it "up" to the specificatons, that the

period of nerotintion would require a lonrer period of time. Most
of us want to ::eee within tight time-lines.

Alphonse iiucctno: nfficinls and evnluators need to extend

nerotiatiors over as Lori7 a period an necessary to reach a proper
understanalng.
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Arieh Lewy: The inquiry design should definitely be negotiated.

Nevertheless the evaluators should insist on adhering to those scien-

tific standards which they feel are relevant to a particular situa-

tion. Thus, for example, if instruments should be developed they

should not agree to use these instruments without proper validation

procedures, even if this may shorten the time needed for the study.

In such negotiation, examples of previous studies may be very use-

ful. They help to clarify flaws and merits of other studies and

thus they may improve the utility of. any new evaluation study.

Constraints on Acess and Publication

Question 3: How important is it for commissioners and evaluators

to discuss and make specific agreements on such matters

as to who will releaE information, confidentiality of

sources, access to special places? Can you describe

any real instance in which failur..e to discuss such

things caused a real problem, o where such n agreement

was too constraining?

John Banks: The government feels it owns any information from

projects it funds. it expects to control it, even if it anticipates

making the information public. It should be the government's re-

sponsibility to define cases in which it would feel justified to re-

strict publication. Twe instances of such a problem come to mind,

one an economics study end one a study of police records.

Paul Dressel: The evaluator is trying to find out about the

worth or value of some enterprise, but he also comes to this task

with a set of values. The persons for whom he works and the people

whom he evaluates also have a set of values. And very frequently it

is the lack of recognition of these values or the clash between the

two sets of values or priorities in values which is the source of

the difficulty. While I do not think an evaluator needs to insist

on a situation in which he can write up and publish everything he

finds, or give intemiews to the newspapers to insure that all of the

difficulties and weaknesses that he locates are broadcast to the

public, I think he does need to know whether the people with whom

he will be aqso,..iated will tolerate any critical comment.

Alphonse Buccino: Specfic agreements about release of infor-

mation, and so forth, are absolutely essential. The real instance

occurring most often is that certain information may not be made

5vailable7 to evaluators the absence of such agreements.

Stir, C;bel: The problem c crsiw inform,?tion is important.

The other two apects are not important. Frequently a published

report revealin:: rIlv part of the pjcture - from an evaluation of
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only part of the programme - has been presented as the background
for further innovation. In almost every school you can find that
reading and writii.g test results have been used by parents, head
teachers, or local authorities to change the programme in the class-
room. These tests are not reliable bases for changing the programme
in the classroom, and should be used as but one part of a more com-
prehensive evaluation. An agreement to withhold or release infor-
mation is not common on this level, but here the dangers are clearly
illustrated. In large-scale evaluation studies the problems and
dangers are even greater.

Charles Beitz: The issue of publication rights is likely to be
a persistent problem because of the,different motivations and in-
terests of the parties involved. In the educational area, as dis-
tinct from security areas such as defence, it would seem quite
possible tc come to explicit agreements by which.the commissioners
undertake to release any progress information and to publish the
final report, AS SUBMITTED, and by which the conditions of access to
the project's data, subsequent to completion, are clearly determined.
Confidentiality of information sources should as a rule be maintained.
In fact, it seems mcst appropriate at completion of the project to
either destroy the information permitting identification of sources
or deposit it for safe-keeping with the commissioners. The guiding
principle should be that the information is supplied for the speci-
fic purpose of the project only and not to be used for any other
purpose without explicit prior- approval of the source.

Arieh Lewy: If no generally accepted standards exist concerning

publication procedures, then an agreement should be worked out. On
the basis of frictions that have developed in the past over publi-
cation of research in Israel, a schedule has been worked out for
studies supported by the Ministry of Education. This scheme reauires
that first the results should be submitted to the commissioners of
the study. The commissioners are entitled to criticize the study
and to ask further clarification or explanation concerning critical
issues. If, following this exchange, the results are stated in a
way that satisfies both researchers and commissioners, both sides
are free to use the study in any form. If such an agreement is not
reached the first pu' f.cation of the study should include statements
in which both sides iicate their views. This practice avoids prob-
lems related to publication. Any deviation from this general prac-
tice requires previous agreement. Generally it may be a good habit
to prespecify the conditions of publication as they are understood
by both parties.
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Utility of Research

Question 4: How common is it for the evaluators to set up a re-

search study that will be admired by other researchers

but not of nuch use to the comnissioning agency'?

Ralph Lundgren: Quite common. The agency should obligate the

evaluators to be fully conscious of the purposes of the study.

Evaluators need to explain the implications of various research ap-

proaches.

Charles Belts: This can cause serious problems where the com-

missioners are themselves vague in what they want a project to

achieve and, by implication, must leave most of the decisions on de-

sign, kind of information needed, and outcomes to the evaluators.

The central facor of a commissioned study must be its purpose; if

it happens also tc attract the acclaim of other researchers, that

is a happy side-effect, but it should never be its purpose.

Paul Dressel: I have run intn a good many evaluators who seem

to think that the world was going to be revolutionized as a result

of their studies. The evaluator tends to feel that his activities

are far more important than-they may really be in the life of a

larFe-scale project, and again he may place very great emphasis on

certain values which are of much lesser consequence to people who

are involved. I.or evaluation supported out of political delibera-

tions, it is very easy to see why proponents of a particular project

are dismayed by anything in the way of a critical evaluation. Polit-

ical decisions being what they are, any critical comment can be

seized upon, blown up, and become the basis for throwing out support

of a project - in order to get funds to support something else.

One of the greatest problems is matching up the maturity and capa-

bility of an evaluator to the persons with whom he works. I have

been partic-alarly conscious in this institution over the last ten

or fifteen years that, ns nn institutional researcher and evaluator,

I have arrived at the position where I can speak bluntly about the

kinds of results founci, delineate whattolig;ht to be done, and not

feel that in the nracess I was endangering my own status or that of

the office. In contrast, I have a/report on my desk, which just

came in this morning, from

his concern about critical

a reseArcher who admits that, because

reaciions to certain aspects of this

of

study, he consciously de-emphasized these both in the process of re-

search and ivain in the process of writ:Jig. The net result, I think,

is a report which evaded the major issues and which will make very

little impact. If I could give any one word of advice to an evaluator

as to how to look at the success of his own project, it would be that

to find out whether he caused peonle to think more clearly and deeply

rather than whether they chaneed or replaced the activity.
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Arieh Lewy: This seems to be one of the most serious problems
in the field of evaluation. The problem becomes even more serious
because of the low standards of practice among evaluators. There
seems to be a tremendous gap between the competency of top evalua-
tion experts and the general practitioners. The practitioners try
to adhere to prefabricated models and designs of study and frequently
do not understand the nature of the problem they deal with. Such
studies are often admired by their colleagues for adherence to models
and for the utilization of complex statistical procedures. The real
problem is that in the field of evaluation there are no valid cri-
teria for judging the merits of an evaluation study, and frequently
studies are admired without meeting acceptable standards of scien-
tific work. Many evaluation studies published in journals lace even
"internal validity". Journal manuscript reviewers judge studies on
the finesse of the methodology without examining whether the methodol-
ogy fits the problem of study.

The Prestige Panel

Question 5: Where can an administrator find guidelines for using - as
several of you and your fellow university presidents
have - the "blue ribbon" panel to investigate a problem
or to evaluate a programme?

David Henry: ...I can confirm that (James) Conant, (Clark Kerr
and I have "advocated and utilized" blue-ribbon panels, task forces,
and study commitsions in the evaluation of complex programmes. How-
ever, I am at a loss to refer you to any published comment by any of
us that would be useful in analyzing the process. I have personally
served on four such national groups and feel keenly that they are
important, indeed, that they are an essential part of our governance
structure in the formulation of public policy. I have not had
occasion, however, to put my reactions on paper. Of course, there
are many evaluations of individual reports, as you know, and probably
somebody has made a ker.el'al evaluation, but I have not encountered
it.

ln my seminars on Current Issues and Problems, where I used the
reports of national groups as background material, I have introduced
the subject about which you write, by noting: 1) the special com-
mission is able to focus on a complex area and bring to its analysis
the best in scholarship and current informed opinion; 2) by its
nature and the calibre of its people, a commission receives more than
ordinary public attention and hence becomes an instrument in public
information about problems nnd issues. Sine public policy is or
should be the result of extensive public debate, the commission re-
ports elevate the conYersation beyond mere onision gathering and
place it in the frameor of objective analysis nnd evaivation.
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Although some refer slightingly to reports of task forces that

"gather dust unnoticed and unread", even a casual study of what

really happens to recommendations is quite revealing. For example,

all of the recommendations Of the Eisenhower Committee on Education

Beyond the High School found their way into acceptance within the

decade following the report. This is not to say that the committee

report created the result. It QOOF sugirest, however, that the com-

mittee may have helped formulte the nature of the result and its

timing. o one, course, could ever be sure of cause and effect

in such an instance. however, the Carnegie Commission on Educational

Television resulted directly in the adoption of the Public Television

Act of i2H. That tracing in clearly in the record.

Another dimension of the task force is at the state level, by

institutions and state governments, and at the local level by munici-

pal governanec. It is interesting that some states seem to ma..:e

greater and more effective use of the blue-ribbon panel approach

than others. New YGr.: is n stli:iy in contrast with Illinois, for

example. The New Yon: pattern uses "the blue-ribbon" panel; the

Illinois practic7e favors the representative panel, without so many

blue ribbons attz!ched. The former, nf course, is always more pro-

ductive because there are no special interests involved. The.latter

tends ts report the lowest c,mm)n 0.enominator of consensus among con-

flictful rrouns. ;:cr lhat reason, politicians it.

For Evaluntin-

7:uestion V:hat are the esentia; features of an evaluation of an

innovatve prm-ramme?

John :iisbet: I think we can safely discard as inappropriate

the orical ,:merican model of prc'ci sey defined behavioural objec-

tives, mensrable outcomes, standardined tests and elaborate statis-

tical. ana-yrin. ihis war !.mimative external evaluation:* summative

in rant it war ano end (nr :..-me*.imes only at the end of

the initial sta.-e : e:ternal. in that it was donc by a croup separate

from the innovators, supposedly nedtral but often unsympathetic.

Instead, we need a continuous or ongoing, evaluation, built into the

innovatory oroi7ramme as an integral part of the team work. This is

the model which was developed in the Project,

r.nd the ::=anitien "urrictil_um Proct. The evaluator is an imoortant

member the t.caln. and he has one of tne most difficult :jobs to do.

He is involved thn,u,hout, in t?le piannfnc (to ensure that evaluation

is possible., durin,- the nro.ramme (to ensure that relevant records

are kept , and at the end eacJ., -r(vidt, feedboc, to the

team ,)ri their strenths and wea:nesses . It in a pattern of forma-

tive or responsive evall;pti,)n.



Perhaps this may seem to allow too much freedom to the innova

tors. How do we deal with those who say, "It is clear that there

has been a. change and we believe that it is a change for the better",

or, "We know from our day to day contact that the children are learn-

ing more effectively, and our statement of that conviction is the

only valid evidence"? This is certainly part of the evidence, but

the weakness of this style is that it denies to others the right to

use their judgment it withholds evidence. Evaluation is not only
a judgment: it also sets out the evid,mce and reasoning which led

to that judgment; and if evaluation is to be accepted as valid, we

need to be sure that the evidence reported is a fair sample, and

that the reasoning from it is logical, and that alternative inter

pretations have been considered and disproved. There is no neces
sity for statisticn: recently published evaluations have included

casestudies, transcripts, specimens of pupils' work and so on.

Evaluation is a form of communication, a sharing of the experience

with others. Nowadnys, expeditions into high mountains or jungle

include a cnmernman in the team: the choice of cameraman may be an

important factor in winning public sympathy with the aims of the ex

pedition.

Quoted from "Innovation Brindwal7on or hearse?" a naper Ore
'sented at the Frank Tate lemorial !.ecture. :!eibourne, Australia:
Monash University, July 1717:1.

Generalizinr. from Studies Elsewhere

Question 7: Most of the cxamples of evaluation studies of large

scale educational programmes ccme from the United States.

Some European officials doubt that studying those cases

would help them negotiate a contrnct for evalua:7ion.

Why?

Richard hooper: T suppose that they could be saying that if

you look nt America, and the educational culture there, there are

some ma'or differences: the whole notion of contracting with any

body to do anything in education, the notion of project nropo:!ls,

and feder:11 fundin, and the F,...rd Vohdation, and proessional pro

an,1 ... That is still foren, foreign as moon land

scape, for U5 in E.,u7land.

Now you ace, not only is it forpign here, it ia actively dis

liked. It is seen as net i;entlemonly, not quite on. rather comment

a bit vuignr. Education isn't li'..,p thar.. I think in EI:ropean coun

tTies n Lot of .'.pcisiena are mnde "at tne club," amonf:st gentlemen.

The practice - if you like, the democracy of prfrosal writing, it
doesn't on herP. There is Ti:L.r2 P demoracy in

anvody cnn slap in nr1p,a'.7 t Lc ferleral People here
know thnt they co'i.,! 7.,x;ey from 7J-E2 (thf, Denartment of

Y.ducaT:on 7rv! Scin7,e).
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So I think that is a major difference. And when you talk about

contracting with evaluators, you are immediately assuming that that

as a concept is familiar. It isn't. Let's realize that there is

nOt much experience with evaluation studies here.

I think, secondly, that evaluation as a separate activity is

totally foreign to most people working in the established parts of

education. Someone comes along with a thing called "Evaluation";

and when he starts describing it, they say: "Don't teach your grand-

mother to suck eggs. We already do that. You are dressing up what

we would call common sense with fancy theoretical terms." It is

like the response to the sociologist in this country. A sociologist

starts talking, and everybody says, "All a sociologist does is point

to the blindingly obvious." And evaluation is in the same dangerous

area.

Evaluation, as a thing to talk about, is foreign. It is there-

fore threatening. Especially this evaluation talking about how

people make decisions. Our countries are not as open as the U.S.

in many ways. The U.S. is much mere open, in a sort of investigative

journalism, Watergate type of world. That does not go on in Europe.

You want them to study an issue that - they hope - isn't going

to be an Issue.

Obstacles to Federal Evaluation Studies

Question 8: In recent years what new problems have arisen in the

evaluation of federally supported educational pro-

grammes?

John W. Evans: 1. As educational research and evaluation

tave proliferated, the people and institutions who are the objects

of these studies have come under an increasing data collection

burden - and are increasingly expressing their re:Astance to it ...

2. Evaluation studies that involve. collecting data on adults

are encountering increasing iosistance ot the interviewee level,

particularly amflig minorities and the poor whege it is now not

uncommon for respondents ta insist that they be paid for their time.

3. The increased sensitivity to evaluation studies - both

what they seek to find out and the amount of data they propose to

collect - is resulting in a strangling growth of reviews, clearances,

and advisory bodies . . . .
they threaten to prevent many evalua-

tions from being carried out at all.

4. As protests over evaluati.on arise, ostensibly over the type

it%,L1 aic:.Int:. of data to ';)e, collected, there 1:; likely to be an in

crd.,ed politicization of these protests :Ald their use as weapons

in broader disputes between local and federal levels of government.
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5. As evaluation activity and policymakers' interest in it
have grown, there has also been an increased awareness at the pro-
gram level that it is necessary to start taking evaluations serious-
ly. This has had the unfortunate effect on some program officers
and school administrators of increasing their unwillingness to par-
ticipate in evaluation studies for fear of what will happen to their
programs if the evaluation produces negative findings.

6. Evaluations are increasingly encountering unrealistic ex-
pectations on the part of policymakers and legislators with respect
1:o both the speed with which evaluations should be mounted and com-
pleted, and the simplicity of the answers which are desired. A de-
mand for evaluation has been created, and it is an increasingly
insistent one. Policymakers are beginning to display an irritated
impatience with the elaborate trappings of careful design, Jongitu-
dinal studies, and complex multivariate findings. They want to
know whether or not a program is any good and they want to know it
yesterday. As unrealistic as these expectations are, evaluators
themselves probably must bear some of the blame for them. In their
early zeal to have the virtues of evaluation recognized and used,
evaluators were almost certainly guilty of overpromising.

7. We are certain to see a lot more public debate of the kind
I noted earlier over the validity of evaluation methods and results.
An increasingly important and time cunsuming task for evaluators
will be defending the evaluations they carry out and their suitabili-
ty as a basis for Policy decisions.

ruoted from "Evaluating Educational Programs Are We Getting
Anywher.,'", Educational Kesearcher, Vol. 3, No. 3 (September
1974), pp. 7-12.

Advice to Commissioning Agencie.;

C;uesticn '!:nat advice would you sav is most important for com
missioning officials?

Alphonse 3uccino: (a) ClRrify the purpose to be served by the
evaluation and the range of actions to bp effectec]. Get involvement
of individuals lAkely to "us7," the evaluation results. (b) Be sure
that the program or project to oe evaluated is defined with a C:(f
gree Of clarity commensurate ith the degree of Precision :,..rcted
of the evaluation. If proi;rm outcome:1 ara not well define, .:,re

ire measures should not Pe attempted. (c) Cost of evaluation
should be closcly related tc the potential value of evaluation re
l!ults. A lowcost sul.:ey c;,7.n, in some instances, yiei uformatiori
as valuable as that cominc fram a larger effort. (d) ALoraine the
evaluator's capability for interpi.etation of data. Data In and of
themse]ves are not very useful in the absence of insightf,ll Inter
pretation.
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Bryan Dockrell: Make sure that you understand what the evalua-

tors can provide for you and what they cannot. There is stiil a

touching naivety about the faith of some administrators in evalua-

tion, a naivety which if not fostered is certainly not discouraged

by some researchers.

Charles Beltz: (a) Do your homework in preparing a brief for

the evaluators. Take the time and make the effort necessary to de-

termine:

.. what exactly is to be evalugted;

.. what is the purpose of it: increased knowledge or action;

.. if action is the purpose, what steps are necessary to pre-

pare for effective implementation following completion of

the project;

.. what financial resources nre likely to be available;

.. when are the findings needed, i.e., what are the time con-

straints;

.. what is envisaged in respect of publication, conyrights,

confidentiality, etc.

(b) Find a mechnnism for n continuous relationship with the evalua-

tors during the whole period of the project. This is a vital aspect

Of a commissioned project of any size or duration, and I personally

favour a steering group or committee convening regularly to:

.. maintain contact with the project;

.. receive and discuss progress reports:

.. act as a forum where either party can air problems, conflicts

or new reouirements for discussion and settlement;

:14.vise the evaluntors, nt their own request or otherwise, on

any asnects of the project or relevnnt new developments or

po1f7y decisions.

comnosition of such a group would be a point for negotiation but

.might include, ir addi.tion to the two parties, some other ,lersons

representing, for example, interest groups or professional expertise.

Stig Obel: Find the right blend of evaluation (psychometric,

sociometT-ic, goal-free, and cth:n components) to give a new persnec-

tive to the problem.

John Brinks: There is a problem selling new evaluation ideas in

government. Officials feel competent to deal only with certAin

ideas, issues, and incuiry methods. There is n tendency to leave

the rest to others. F...ut if questions of one kind only go to offi-

cials of one kind, e.g., economic ouestions to economist.:, then we

have a terrible mess on our hAnds. 'e:e need ways of encouraging and

protecting agencies for reviewing issues and programmes that extend

outside their own spociolizations.
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Frederic Mosher: Consider the particular circumstances. There

aren't any general rules yet.

Start far enough ahead to allow yourself to commission a design

(or competing designs) which could be worked out by the evaluators

in conjunction with the evaluated.

In touchy situations officials and evaluators may want to con-

sider adding a weighty advisory group to endorse or second guess the

process and the results. I suspect there is a trade-off between the

forcefulness and originality of the work and the safety of nUmbers.

You have to be sensible about the balance.

Plan ahead. Take your time and think out what you want to

know and why. Get somebody sensible to help you think about those

questions before you plunge in. If the odds are against getting

useful answers, don't do it.

Arieh Lewy: Play a simulation game, see what alternative re-

sults might be obtained by the evaluative study, and explore the

actions to be taken for each different result that might obtain.

The evaluation study should be structured in a way that the practi-

cal implications of different results will be clear in advance.
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4 HOW RESEARCHF.2 AAVE ".ESPONDED TO SEVEN KEY QUESTIONS

There gre diffarangcs amolig researchers, as there are in any

group, as to the best ,Lethods f-.r. getting the job done. This per-
tains, as well, to the )ob r: commissioning an evaluation study.

Some researchers prefer i!ry formal negotiations, with a careful
specifccation of Lhe purpose, ':11e procedures, and the responsibili-
ties. Some prefer a minimum of specific procedural commitments, but

well-define6 methods for monitoring developments and resolving dis-
agreements. And some prefer the least acknowledgment that there a:

expectations ami obilgations nn both sides.

Many things happen in the course of a rrogramme evaluation study
that change the nature of the Programme and its evaluation. Some
anticipation of these changes is necessary. Some discussion of 'them

between commissioneg and evaluator is recommended by almos.t all ex-
perienced cg.rties. But there is disagreement as to how many poten-

tial calamities should be considered, and more disagreement as to
how formally they should be recognised in any contract or agreement
made. Both parties need protection when things go awry. It is

best to get that protection spelled out early. But most problems

cannot be adequately anticipated, and the very discussion of potential

problems is likely to get the focus of the evaluation shifted, and
the range of issues narrowed, so that the evaluation may be dealing

with them, sometimes properly so, and sometimes overly so. The

overworking of these possibilities may cause the purposes of the
evaluation to become limited to the superficial things less likely

to become troublesome, and the issues may not be those that really

concern tha audiences.

In order to identify now researchers respond to this sort of

situation, a small group of them ware asked seven questions. From

the lengthy and thoughtful answers they sent in the statements on

tha following were selected.

Choosing the Methods of Inouirv

Question 1: The researcher feels that sometimes a sponsor prefers

a form of investigation that is not suitable for the

issues at hand. Should the evaluator be guaranteed the

freedom to choose the methods of inquiry to be used?

Is this an important issue?

David Hamilton: Yes - an importaLt issue. I don't think the

evaluator should be guaranteed the freedom any more than the sponsor
should be goaranteed the right to determine the research (Who are
the sponsors anyway? The Ford Foundation? The shareholders? fhe
workers? Cr those wtlo buy the cars?). I think that the sponsors
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have the right to spe,.ify the problems they would like addressed,

then it's up to them and the evaluator to decided upon the means.

Dan Stufflebeahu This obviously is an Wortant issue but my

answer is no. i think that any .evaluation design is a collection of

decisions concerning many thinFs includinp, audiences, auestions o

be addressed, authorship of reports, editori license, lelivery

schedule of evaluation products, schedule of payment.s, acceps to

personnel ard program data, right o rehuttal, and so forth. These

decisions can greatly affect the .celtare of programs and pel-sonnel

as well as the quality and utility of the evaluation work performed.

Hence I think that-these ite!is should be considered negotitole and

that rep:esentatives of the groups to be involved in and affectod by

the evaluation should n3gotiate the items in advance of conducting

the study and that the resultant contract should serve as a guide

for the study. Of course, the contract should include a clause for

allowing rev w and renegotiation. Further, any evaluator who can-

not reach acceptable aFreements with clients can refuse to enter

into an evaluatim relation3hip or if' slready employed by the agency,

can quit. :oth cuch e,ent .o. have occurred several times in the past,

but probably not oIten enough.

Thomas Owens: The choice of methods of inauiry is an issue

that should be settled by negotiation between the evaluation con-

tractor and the sponsoring agency. In some cases invo7vin7 competi-

tive bid, the evaluator's proposed choice of methodology may be a

critical factor in deciding which evaluation agency is selected.

The agency preparing a RFP (Request for Proposal) may also have

strong preferences for a partic.:lar methodology and if so, should

specify them in the RFP. Obviously some methodologies are less appro-

priate than others for answering certain key ouestions. A sophisti-

cated government bureau should probably kn:w in advance the 4ey

questions it wants the evaluation to answer and which methodologies

would or would not be adecuate to answer these auestions. Also the

funding agency may need to express any constraints that would rule

out certain meth(o4.s of inquiry for teohnical, political or financial

reasons.

rarvin I think the evaluator has to have the final say

regarding methodologies. Ihe agency nns to find its protection in

on-time submissiOn of a technical comr.ote nnd correct report direc-

ted towards deoision conccrns prespecfied.

Alan Thomas: The evaluator should hove considerable lz-titude

in selecting the method to be U2Ofj. In e:,.trema cnses he should re-

fuse to undertake a task if he is constrained to use methods he

feels are InappropriPte.
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Karl Frey and Manfred Lang: Some points have te be discussed

and decided in co-operation with the sponsor and will partially in-

fluence the choice of methods.

In creneral the evaluator should have the freedom to choose among

possible alternatives. oe knows the pros and cons and validity of

methods.

"Pir:ry-backine Basic !,esearch

Question 2: The evaluator sometimes says that some of his research

effort must go into the basic questions of education.

Should the e.faluator ask for assurance that some of the

effort in each study be devoted to basic research? Is

this an important issue

rnest House: The evaluator mav ask for some escuts for

basic research but the sponsor is under no obligation to pfcv:ide

them - and shou!d not do so most of the time. Becoming fixated on

research issues is likely to lure the evaluator from the particular

focus of his task - the particularities and peculiarities of the

project itself.

Robert Rippey: The issue is important. However, I think that

it is more important to ret competent, inquiry-oriented evaluators

functionim7 than it is to impose specific basic research expectations

on a particular project. In some instances, it may be more impor-

tant to implement n promisin,; idea nnd study it once implemented

than to preordain basic research objectives on on entity which may

never fly. Research can often appear threatening prospectively.

Perhaps better research cnn be done once rapport is developed, and

the researcher ho - intimate understanding, of what he is

studyinr7, than he dvance. I am currently exploring a fas-

cinatimr research some data I would not have had ac-

cess to if I had 7'esenrch assurances in advance of my

inYolvment. -. Assurances - dysfunctional nt times.

Malcolm Parlett: It depends on personal preference. Personally,

I thlnk that the proper study of education nroceeds through studies

o.r rea ife educatic.ral phenomena and prohems encountered by edu-

cator:. 'fo do 7ood anDliod work inevitably means raisine: basic

aution.-, of educatior. ri o:.ne- words, it is a false dichotomy.

urrav evi:.e: it is and is not an important issue. It is im-

nortn ro tn p(,r77,etive b7. the university based researcher, who

needs to have research nay oLf in a career sense. it is nlso impor-

tant in that available fun1 :-. ou-1-1 to be used in the most efficient

manr-r, ond if n haso 7.,ustion cnn be nosed while contributinr to

the -7a !.:ation, FO 71:1ch the better. l'he ;,.ey is the word basic. if
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basic means using the evaluation situatioh to test some academic

theory, where, the primary interest is in the variables of the theory,

then I would say the inclusion of such matters is secondary from the

point of view of the sponsor of the research. however, if some

really ..ritical question can be readily incorporated into the re-

seal.,Yn design, and have payoff for the sponsor, then it should be

done. For example, Peter Bryant makes a simple .

:gestion in his

new book that the teaching of readinr to your,7 children might be

facilitated by the simple expedient of putting a red line down the

left side of the nage to nrovide a frame of reference for left

right spatial orientation in young children. The left right orien-

tation is poori:y developed. That sort of idea could be tested

readily, it has practical implications, and it could be incorporated

into an evaluation design with very little cost. Mat kind of thing

should be done wherever feasible.

Ralph Tyler: An evaluation organization should have a research

progrPm to which each evaluation effort should mrke se contribution.

Alan Thos: I believe the researcher has the right and tne

responsibility to ensure that some of his effort is devoted to the

advancement of knowledge. An important issue.

Publishing in journals

Question 3: The evaluator sometimes wants to publish results in a

professional :3ournal. Should there be any restrictions

on what he might publish there?

David Cohen: I can see none a priori, though agencies ought

to have the right to reply in the same issue of the journal.

Julian Stanley: It seems to me that usually an evaluator should

be free to publish in professional places articles or even books

based on his evaluation, after e report of it is submitted and dis-

cussed.

Eurray Levine: I think tha only restrictions should be those

consistent with confidentiality. I have on sevez.P1 occasions made

an agreement with those involved that I would submit what I write

for prior review with the understanding that I would control what

was included. )nd what was smid. 1 did al:Tree to include in the b:-,dy

of the work itself disag,reements of interpretation, or statements of

explanation so the party affected would have his or her interests

represented. I have found that an effective tactic in relation to

evaluation reports, and in relation to publication of a renort.

Ralph Tyler: Generally, knowledge grows from publications.

The evaluation organization should clarify in its contract what free-

dom of publication is appropriate.
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Malcolm Parlett: This is obviously something that can be dis

cussed in advance, though the evaluator will often have o put up
with the sponsor saying, "let's wait and see, until we have had a
look at what you are going to write". My own feeling here is that

the evaluator does not have to take the assignment if he/she does
not like the conditions imposed. On the other hand, he/she can seek

to persuade the sponsor to provide permission for publication

especially on the grounds that wider communication of educational

experiences is necessary.

Robert Ripney: I can work with some restrictions and not

others. The conditions should be clearly stated. It is the evalua
tor's responsibility to draw up the specifications.

Thomas Owens: If the professional ;journal article is based

upon data that have not become public domain I feel it is approriate

for i'he evaluator to 7et approval from the contracing agency for
such publishing. some cases the contracting agency may wish to

release certain data prior to allowin,"; them to te published privately
by the evaluator.

Ernest :iouse: There should be restrictions on journal articles

but these restrictions should be negotiated in advance. In particu
lar, the sponsor should have no right to censor information in the

renort unless the agreedunon Procedures call for such editing. For
the sponsor to be the final arbiter of what shall see the light of
day is not healthy.

Provus: Yes. Client confidentiality within the
terms of his contract comes first.

Disclosin ?..alfeasance

Question At The evaluator sometimes finds something that he feels

must be reported to higher authority or to the public,

even though his contract calls for confidential treat

ment of information. Should tl.a evaluator ask for

assurance that he can follow hi:: conscience in such

instances?

Followin:, one's cclIscience is probably indepen

dent of contracts, i.e., one would risk breaking a contract if an
issue was sufficiently important. :iowever, to avoid confrontation

it woul(i bc. bort i' the vnluator were formal:1y given the right of

decision as to whether information which others Prefer to be kept

confidential should be reported.

Julian Stanley: This is a tricky matter and can be answered

only "it all dener:'r . . Presumably, his evaluation should iv-it
be keo-; secret cr elitod, but in most instances it would not
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seem desirable for the evaluator to go to news media or others to

spring his findings before they are reported to the sponsor. He

should, however, have assurnc:es that the report will be made nub

lic within a reasonable length of time after it is submitted. It

seems to me that secret evaluations by professionals are seldom

justified.

Malcolm Pariett: This possibility certainly has to be addressed

in advance. Often it may be hypothetical, but Possibilitjes such as

these shouid certainly be paraded early in the gnme. The evaluator,

in my view, has to make it clear that he/she has to exercise his/her.

very best judgment in ouest:ons of ethical responsibility. There is

9 'grev area where it is impossible to nnticipate each and every

moral conundrum, and thin hns to be ac'..cnwledged openly at the out

set. Obviously any brealcin of the confidentiality 'contract' would

have to be in extreme circumstancen, and examples of what these

lnLvht be c,u1.c.1 be raised by the evaluator in the preliminary discus

sion.

Dan Stnfiebeam: The :qiswer to this one denends on the prior

contract that was negotiated and on provisions for renegotiation 33

well as basic moral auestions that might be involved once the find

ings are known. Generally I prefer the case where the contract

gives authority to the evaluator to release his rensrt whether or

not the report is endorsed or appreciated by the sponsor. In this

case, of course, there is no problem, at least not the kind you are

referrinc: to in proceeding to release the information to the public.

In another'onse where the evaluator thinkr he ought to release the

information because of political pressure, because of possibility

for pervasive impact, etc., I believe the evaluator should not be

the sole decision maker if he has previously agreed to limit his re

port to certain defined audiences. Instead, I think he must reopen

the negotiation of the contract and seeic to reach agreements with

the other parties concerning whether the Information should be re

leased and then should honor such agreements. Of course, there are

times when questions of basic morality such as emerged in the

Watergate mess present themselves. Then I think the evaluator must

do what he believes, based .on his own conscience, must be done for

the welfare of society and in consideration of the interests of the

persons to be affected by the release.

halph Tyler: No one individual's conscience should be nccented

as valid. The way in which information will be treated should be

part of the contrnct.
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Attentlon to Evaluation Findings

Question 5:. The evaluator is sometimes discouraged by the little

attention given his findings. Should the evaluator

ask for assurance that his words will be heeded?

Julian Stanley: Realistically, would asking do any good? He

can query the agency officials carefully before he contracts with

them, but they may, nevertheless, try to bury or ignore his findings.

Dan Stufflebeam: This is a very tough question, highlighting

one of the most important prcAllems evaluators have. By and large

I think our methodology is poor for communicating with audiences,

for working with audiences tnward the application of information.

We have too often felt that our work was done once we had prepared

a 300-page report and sent it to the sponsoring agent. To provide

some minor improvement, I recently proposed a new definition of

evaluation that would, I think, place more attention on the communi-

cation proces3, The definition I proposed is:

Evaluatiun is the process of delineating, obtaining, and

, applying descriptive and judgmental information for

decision making and accountability.

Whereas the "obtaining" step is intended to be the technical ona of

collecting, organizing, ,?nd analyzing information, the "delineating"

and "applying" steps are :nterface stens. Of course clients, evalua-

tors, and other interested parties mu_.:c interface early in the study

and periodically throughout to effect and evolve the agreements that

guide the study. As to the applying step, the evaluator has the

difficult job of providing information through writing and dis-

seminating reports, through face-to-face meetings, through dis-

semination of findin,,s through the public media, etc. At the same

time the audiences and the client particularly must the in-

formation (or i re it) in regard to decision mak'n7, aocountabili-

ty, public relations, and so forth. !ly feeling :1,7t we .ha.ie to

do a rreat deal more than we have done to incorpo: communicati.Dn

theory and chance theory into the methodology of ev:=Iuatisn. Evalua-

tion, after all, essentially is a chance pro;:ess. if it is to pro-

duce improvements :)r chances of any kind, it seems reasonable that

the well-knDwn charv_:e nrinciple of involvement of those whose be-

havior is to be affected ouE,ht to be incorporated into our plans

for apnlyin,, evaluative information to the larer chanp-e process. I

guess I would say that thjs problem area is probably the number one .

priority item that evaluators otur:ht to be attending to.
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Robe:t Stake: The evaluator may own his words but he does not

own their meani:!g. The meanips, the reader gives based often on

more relevant experiehce ore more important than those the evalua

tor gives. The evaluator should not presume he knows best how much

his words are worth.

David i!amilton: if the oH_uator takes care to q(dress the

pertinent questions, then the:.e in a much !-reater chance thr,t his

findings will De attended to. To my mind the choice of questions to

focus upon is the most critical part of the evaluator's job.

Wynne larlen: An evluator has no more right, purely es a

right, to have h:s words heeded than anyone else. e must present

his finding-s so that their claim to be heeded is selfevident.

Abuse of Evaluation l'indins

:.Atection The evaluator sometimes finds that his findings are

used as if they sunpor'..od laims that they do not.

nould the evaluator ask for assurance that this will

not happen?

Alan 2hr,7as: owever, it often happens that persons over

whom he has rh: control will misinterpret his results.

julian Stanley: From his sponsors, yes and if they do so

anyway he should attempt to rebut their inaccurate cla-ims. I do not

see how one coo prevent the press from distorting its reports of

evaluations, and it is difZicult to say to what ext!7:nt the evaluator

himself should try to corrct misimpressions created by the press.

That might reouire mh of hit (unreimbursed) time and effort, with

out sufficient professional oavoff.

Ralph it ler7ally possible to asi: in advpnce, but

he can ar:.ure the :;ponsr that
misinterpretations will be made...p.ublic

if they nc...ur.

Nalcolu Parlett: Ihir is difficult. If the evaluator begins

to raise c.,:r,stionc, this, lejshe is unlikely to win trust and

confidenoe. I de not there is much that can be done over this

phenouen,n.

E.rt.est :1/2use: Phe e-uator must take care that his report is

hot censored, etlited, crlauged in substance without his knowledge.

1-2ut liko hrr cann,::t j,:.,:ermire all
interpretations and all

uses to whicl, wor.1 will bo rvit. he may wish to refute some

interpretations turd.lc on,' he m-,y be wronr in hi s. own interpreta

tion. c.err.o:nv t'ac.u:-h, he :ann)t wash his hands of all responsibili

ty. no may 1-;rard
beini,, used in particularly

unsavory wa:?s, tc inure people.
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Thomas Owens: The abuse referred to in this question does, of

course, occur from time to time but prior assurance that this will

not happen may have little effect in preventing it. I do not feel
that a formal assurance should be requested. It assumes that the
.contracting agency is unprofessional.

Donald Campbell: No! Freedom of information applies to spon-
sor's freedom too. :3ut the o'.aluator should demand the right to

publicize his interpr,atation the same audiences.

Karl Frey and Lanfred Lang: Misuse of results can only ce ,.e-
gretted by those who diJn't consider the consequence:, of results in
a political systtm if n,.:.rms. A reassurance is meaningless and no
substitute for a thought in advance about Possible means to compen-
sate or suppreas misleading interpretations.

The evaluator should make sure that his results and data are
not misused. This can be done by explicating his design hypotheses,
samples, methods of assessment and analysis and by giving an unambig-
uous interpretation. More than this reassurance is cot possible.

Last Minute Advice to Evaluators

Question 7: If you were to advise evaluators going into negotiations

of their i_rst agreement to conduct an evaluation study,

what would you say to them?

Thomas Owens: Lots of luck! Investigate the government

bureau's relationship with previous evaluators. Determine why they
want an evaluation done. Find out the constraints being placed on
the evaluation. Establish in advance the person(s) to whom the

evaluator would be responsible and the procedures to be followed in
modifyinr the contract if necessary.

David Hamilton: (i) The future career of the evalution rests
on the.outcomes of these negotiations. (2) They should not be
hurried - keep talking/asking. (3) The negotiations are just the
first part of nr onr:oing dialogue. If the scena is set properly,

the actors will be better able to play their parts. (4) Do not

make promises which you know to be unattainable. Focus on the pos-
sible. (5) Keep thinking and rethinking.

Robert Hippev: (1) Make certain your agreement touches all the
six previous questions. MaXe sure it is understood by all. (2). Maks

certain everyone you will contac'!: and everyone who is likely to hear

about your activity knows abort you, what your intents are, and how
to communicate with you. Also make sure you take some initiative

for touching base with them. (3) Realize that evaluation and change
can be threatening. Allow ample opportunities for feedback to be
expressed by all participating. (4) Organize your work carefully.
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Have clear statemens of -,1rocedures at the outset written so they

are understood. Assign c.lear responsibili-"es. Set time deadlines.

Describe procedures, methodology, instrumentation, and analysis

early. (5) Make certain that you do not overlook the degree to

which implementation takes place and the effect which implementation

has un the feelings of all affected. (6) Spend a lot of time finding

out what is wanted. - what the purpose of the evaluation is and what

will be helpful to the project. (7) Do not be aloof. Consider

evaluation as part of the "treatment". For replication, evaluation

procedures should be replicated as well as treatment. That is, any

description of treatment should include a description of the evalua,

tion. Evaluation does not interact with treatment - it is treatment.

If treatment is "going to hell" and you know why, tell someone.

Give advice. A lot of times the evaluator simply ii.nows mare than

anyone else in a program he is evaluati, at least about the dys-

functional aspect he has uncovered.

Ernest House: The evaluator works with the sponsor. He is not
J.

superior to him nor is he servile because the sponsor is paying the

fee. The evaluator has a responsibility to the sponsor to be as fair

and as helpful a. he can be-. e also has an obligation to the ulti-

mate consumers, whether they be teachers, parents, or children, to

be honest in his work and careful in its dissemination, so they will

come to no harm. Th:s dual obligation imnoses an'indenendence on

the evaluator which must be newly negotiated within each setting.

The evaluator must asnume the final responsibility for the integrity

of his work.

Frey and ...:anfred Lang: if an evoluater has the dificulties

formulated in these sever miesticns, he should at first check his'at-

titudes toward science. Does he accent onlv scientific truth or, in

addition, normative truths. he belic.ve truth finds its way

without help or. truth is dependent on the cos:nitive and emotional

structure (Bewusstsein) of humans and of the material conditions in a

society. if he accents normative truths Cs a reality he should act

politically, i.e. try to find and co-onera with people in arreement

with his ideas, make personnel policy, ',:now the rules cf an institu-

tion and his )riganation and its maintenance.

Julian S1,Jn: e very carefyi and thoup.htful. Take your time.

Consult with trusted collearues. Get the fuli aFreement into writinf:

and consider that fully. Char=7e s hiFt a price as feasible so tat

your renort is more likely to be considered valuable. Be sure that

you will be r:mpensated well per all vour efl'orts, including the

final "clean-up". F nDt m. free feasibility or pilot or prelimi-

nary study. Get naLa for it -.00. because if vou are n true profes-

sional and insist on strong safc;miards, you stand an excellent chance

of not rettin,7 the c.-1.-act.
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Malcolm Parlett: These negotiations are important. Don't rush

them, and don't rush into a commitment to do the study. Find out

why the study is being done; why they have asked xou to do it.

Find out as much as possible about the background circumstances,

their expectations, and the freedom that they intend to give you.

Find out whether you are going to have a free hand, or if not, how

your autonomy is being restricted. Try to get as much in writing

as possible, perhaps summarising what you see as the decisions made,

and agreements reached, writing them up in memorandum form. Send

this memorandum to them and ask them whether they agree with what

it contains. There will be some areas, grey areas, where nobody

can tell in advance what is likely to transpire: new difficulties

may arise, and ethIcal problems present themselves. These cannot be

foretold in detail, but the likelihood of their occurring can be ad

judicated, and your likely response to various hypothetical circum

stances can be speculated about. Try and build ap understanding re

lationship with them, in such a way that you can come batk and nego

tiate with them further, in a climate of mutual trust and forebearance.

Understand that they have a job to get dne, .1Lci that they will not

be able to see all the research difficultief- nor the pressures upon

the evaluative researcher, themselves. Try and make clear the types

of professional dilemma that can arise, tha hesitancies that you

have, etc. Try and see their point ,iew as much as possible;

alsc try to get them to see yours. If you feel uncomfortable with

the arrangements, and cannot get them clarified to your satisfaction,

or you don't trust the individuals to keep their side of the in

formal bargains made, think twice before finally taking on the

asavignment. If things foul up, and you are pitched headlong into a

personal/political/moral morass, the attraction and enjoyment of

doing the study will be quickly dissipated. If you are flat broke,

out of work, and desperately need to do the study, you may need to

take it on while still having reservations. However, do the utmost

possitio to ensure that there are not contradictory perceptions of

what you are going to do, and that the problems about 'who talks to

whom', when is feedback going to come", etc. are discussed in ad

vance of their loomin7 up in unexnected and threatening ways. At

the same time, don't make the contract so rigid that it cannot be

renegotiated or recast as the study progresses. Build in some

escape clauses if you.discover at you cannot do the job that you

said you could. Don't take on mor than you can do don't get car

ried away. Above all, understand that those evaluated, those that

ycu are responsible to, or those involved, are workin:-; for something

that they believe in, or that they have responsibility for. You have

a license to enter into their world. Don't trent them in any way

that you would not like yourself to be treated, by an outside evalua

tor coming into vour world.
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Universitat Kiel

David Hamilton
Department of Education
University of Glasgow
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University of Reading
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Cedter for Instructional Research
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University of Illinois
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State University of New York
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Thomas Uwens
Northwest Regional Educational

Laboratory
Portland, Oregon
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5. THREE HYPOTHETICAL COUVERSATIONS

The following dialoFues illustrate the difficulties a commis

sioner and a prospective evaluator have in gettinF acquainted with

what the other person needs nnd expects. Three were written rather

than one to show how evaluators of different persuasion:: respond.

There is obviously common concern tho:-:o three evaluators, but

clear differences as wel.

The first evalu.tor stresses the need for maximum attention to

results thnt are directly related to the instruction. The second

evaluator stresses finding out the problems that most concern the

people involved in this particular programme. The third evaluator

stresses the need to rema:n independent of nronsors and proPxamme

personnel. These three evaluators represent the npproaches in the

grid in Section that were called Student Gain by Testihi',

TransnctionOboervation, and GoalFree Evaluation Approaches. It

is reasonable to expect that the three contracts they would write

would be quite different, both in terms of what they would promise

and in terms of the safeguards they would set forth.

Followin the second dialogue is a collection of responses from

eiFht administrators who were in a position to commission such a

largescale evaluation stud. These responses were made after they

were invited to consider the concerns (,f the commissioner in the

second dialogue and to note the uniqueness or generality of the

situation.

A conversation between a person who will commission on evaluation

study and an evaluation specialist favouring a conseouence orientation

C: Thanks for taking the time to see me today. I suspect that your

teachirv: schedule at the University keeps you hopping, but I've

been told that you occasionally carry out educational eValua

tions.

E: Inat's true, my normal teachinF load here at the University is

pretty heavy, but this quarter is about over. Besides, I am

wor;:inF now with 2 small group of 7,raduate students in an eval

uation seminar, and when I mentioned the posibility of evalua

ting your district's pro,lect in ealityPooted ReadinF they
became really interested.

0: You mean you mi7ht use students in carrying out an evaluation?

renliy good experience for them, and they often can make

excellent contrihutions to the evaluation itself. Of course,

one must be careful not to exploit students in such situations.

Too many of mv collenueo radunte students as n somewhat

advanced form 6: mirant
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C: Well, did you have a chance to read the writeup I sent you of

our new Reality-Rooted Reading programme? We think it nolds

great promise as a way to get poor readers more involved in de-

veloping their reading skills.

E: I did read the document, and you may be correct. There are cer-

tainly a number of positive features in the programme. I must

confess, though, that.I was disturbed by the apparent lack of

replicability in the programme itself. It sounds more like a

six ring circus than anythin which, if it does work, could be

used again in the future. If you're going to the trouble of

evaluating this intervention, I assume that you're contemplatiru

its use in the future. Interventions that are not at least

somewhat replicable can't really be employed very well in the

future. Is your Reality-Rooted Reading programme going to be

essentially reproducible?

C: I'm glad you brought that up. The planning committee which has

been working out the ;,:'ogramme's details became aware of that

problem a few we6ts agn. They're in the process of devising

instructional guides which will substantially increase the re-

Plicability of the programme.

E: I just hope the planning committee itself is rooted in reality.

C: Well, what about the evaluation? Will you take it on? Our

district school board is demanding formal evaluations of all

pew programmes such as this one, so we can't really get under

way until the responsibility for evaluation has been assigned.

E: I'll need to get same questions answered first.

C: Fire away.

E: What's the purpose of the evaluation? In other words what's

going to happen as a consequence of the evaluation? Unless the

evaluation is going to make a genuine difference in the nature

of the instructional programme, we wouldn't want to muck with

it. Too many of us here at the University have experienced the

frntrations of carrying out research studi4s whose only pur-

pose seemed to be that of widening the bindings of research

journals. Unless an cvgluation satisfies the "so what?" cri-

terion, I'm sure ue wouldn't interested.

C: Well, the.d'.ntrict superintendent has indicated that The con-

tinuation of the new programme will to totally dependent upon

the rcsults of its evaluation. That sitisfy you?

E: Sure does. :low, Lire was a :,Jt of rhe±oric in your programme

description about -uppraising tne r:r_mme in terms of the

"uniqueness of 'ts innovative teat.ui.e. Does that imply you're
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more concerned with evaluating the procedural aspects of the

programme thsn with evaluating the results yielded by those

procedures? This is a particularly important issue for me.

C: Well, we are very proud of the programme's new features. 'o.hat

are you getting at?

E: There are toc) many educators wno are so caught up with the rap-

tures of an instructional innovation that they are almost ob-
livious of its effects on learners. And that, after all, is
why we're in the game. Our instructional interventions should
help learners. I want to be sure that, although we will con-
sider the procedures employed durir: the programme, the main
emphasis of the evalu,ition will focus on the consequences of
that programme's use.

C: Oh, we'd be perfectly aFreeable to that. After all, you people
are the exnerts. Besides, I guess I share your point of view.

E: I lso noted an almost exclusive preoccupation with cognitive,

thnt is, intellectual Jutcomen of the programme. Your People
empd to be concerned brily about the skills of rending. Aren't

you n1.so worried ,lbout pupils' attitudes toward reading?

C: Cf course, hut you can't :nser::, thnt kind of stuff can you? I

thoucht the nffective WPS off-limits for the kinds of

evnluat(,rs who, ,s von apparently are, are concerned with evi-
den^(:.

it's tDu-h to Oc, but there are sc-me reasonably good ways of

r-ettinr7 evidence re7nrdin,7 lenrners' affect townrd an instruc-
tional orc:..rNmme. want to ure them.

C: obt Lpt' 1 ynu have t build lcts of new ones?

E: that we will hnve to devise some new measures. The

st,ar.0 :Th,ed teachini7 tests your district now ures will be

fL,r kind of an ovaluotic,n. We'll need to see if
there ar, at'ailaLle criterien-roferenced tests which we can
tire -r

r: yon ,e aiwavs tl7P

E: :T,D,but itis:nnortant to -et sufficient evidence re,,arding n oro-

are in r better Position to anpraine
itr fton b7 rtitjr ti%:: ronsenuences.

t:(017me:!tr, w-o't you?

Certa:n.lv, .
: l'i!'meots rarr.d evHen(:,, tend tn bp better

than riuicment:' with-,ut it. irrly devised measurinr de-
vices -:nn :'teh he tiel:,f,1: in deteclini- P prorramme's effects,
botil th,T,74 w,11 ,s any unantir:innted

offect.



C: How come I haven't heard you say "instructional objectives"

once during our conversation? I thought you folks were all

strung out on behavioural objectives.

E: Well, clearly stated instructional objectives represent a use-

ful way of describing a programme's intended effects. But the

effects of the programme are what we want to attend to, not just

the educator's utterance6 abolit what was supposed to happen.

Consequence-oriented educational evaluators can function effec-

tively even without behavioural objectives.

C: Amazing!

E: There are a couple of other areas we have to get into. I hope

you're sincere in wanting to contrast the new programme4with

alternative ways that the money it's ....tosting might be spent.

C: Absolutely.

E: And, finally, the matter of evaluator indepenuence. Will we

have the right to release the results of our evaluation to all

relevant decision-makers involved in this project, including

the public?

C: You think that's important to get clarified now?

E: It might head off some sticky problems later. We'd like that

kind of independence.

I think it can be assured. I'll want to check it out with my

division thief, however;

E: There's also a related kind of independence I want to discuss

some of the independent evaluation firms that have sprung

up in the past few years, we really aren't in the evaluation

business on a full-time basis, hence in a sense we don't need

your district's repeat business. Therefore, we'll be incllned

to call our shots openly, even if it means that the prograwme

is evaluated adversely.

C: That's related to your earlier point about independence in re-

porting the evaluation's results.

E: You bet.

C: Okay, we're w.illtng to play by the rules. I hope it turns out

positively though.

E: So do I. Our kids could surely do with a bit of help in their

reading programme.

C: Well, what next?

E: Why don't I and some of my students whip up a detailed plan of

how we want to do the evaluation and fire it off tc you by mail,

say, in two weeks.
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C: Fine. If we have any problems with it, we can get back to you.
All right?

E: Sure.

C: We haven't talked about money yet. How much will this thing
cost?

E: We'll include a budget with our evaluation plan. But, because

university professors are so handsomely rewarded by their own

institutions, I'm sure the amount will be a pittance, perhaps

a used chalkboard eraser or two.

C: You guys do live in an invory tower, don't you?

E: Didn't you take the elevator on the way up?

A conversation between a person who will commission an evaluation
study and an evaluation specialist favouring a responsive approach

C: As I said in my letter I have asked you to stop by because we
need an evaluator for our National Experimental Teaching Pro-

gramme. You have been recommended very highly. But I know you
are very busy.

E: I was pleased to come in. The new Programme is based on some

interesting ideas and I hope that many teachers will benefit

from your work. Whether or not I personally can and should be
involved remains to be seen. Let's not rule out the possibili-
ty. There might be reasons for me to set aside other obliga-

tions to be of help here.

C: Excellent. Did you have a chance to look over the programme

materials I sent you?

E: Yes, and by coincidence, I talked with one of your field super-
visors, Mrs. Bate-. We met at a party last week. She is quite

enthusiastic about the plans for groupproblem-solving activities.

C: That is one thing we need evaluation help with. What kind of
instruments are available to assess problem-solving? Given the
budget we have, should we try to develop our own tests?

E: Perhaps so. It is too early for me to tell. I do not know
enough about the situation. One thing I like to do is to Let

quite familiar with the teaching and learning situations, and

with what other people want to know, before choosing tests or
develoring new ones. Sometimes it turns out that we cannot

afford or cannot expect to get useful information from student

performance measures.



C: But surely we shall need to provide some kind of proof that the

students are learning more, or are understanding better, than

they did before! Otherwise how can we prove the change is

worthwhile? We do have obligations to evaluate this programme.

E: Perhaps you should tell me a little about those obligations.

C: -:Yes. Well, as you know, we are under some pressure from the

Secretary (of Health, Education and Welfare), from Members of

Congress, and the newspapers. They have been calling for a

documentation of "results".

E:

C: Yes,

E:

C:

E:

C:

E:

But just as important, we in this office want to know what our

programme is accomplishing. We feel we cannot make the best

decisions on the amount of feedback we have been getting.

Are there other nudiences for information about the National

Experimental Teaching Programme?

C: We expect others to be interested.

E: Is it reasonable to conclude that these different "audiences"

will differ in what they consider important questions, and per-

haps even what they would consider credible evidence?

the researchers will want rigor, the politicians will want

evidence that the costs can be reduced, and the parents of stu-

dents will want to

Board Examinations.

know it helps their children on the College

I think they would agree that it takes

person of your expertise to do the evaluation.

a

And I will look to them, and other important constituencies,

teachers and taxpayers, for example, to help identify pressing

concerns and to choose kinds of evidence to gather.

Do you anticipate we are going to have trouble?

Of course, I anticipate some problems in the programme. I

think the evaluator should check out the concerns that key

people have.

I think we must try to avoid personalities and stick to objec-

tive datn.

Yes, I agree. And shouldn't we find out which data will be

considered relevant to people who care about this programme.

And some of the most important facts may be facts about the

problems people are having with the programme. Sometimes it

does get personal.

C: The personal problems are not our business. It is important

to stick to the impersonal, the "hard-headed" questions, like

"How much is it costing?" and "How much are the students Learn-

ing?"
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E: To answer those questions effectively I believe we must study

the programme, and the communities, and the decision-makers who

will get our information. I want any evaluation study I work

on to be useful. And I do not know ahead of time that the cost

and achievement information I could gather would be useful.

C: I think we know what the funding agencies want: information on

cost and effect.

E: We could give them simple statements of cost, and ignore such

costs as extra work, lower morale, and opportunity costs. We

could give them gain scores on tests, and ignore what the tests

do not measure. We know that cost and effect information is

often superficial, sometimes even misleading. I think we have

an obligation to describe the complexities of the programme, in-

cluding what it is costing and what its results appear to be.

And I think we have an obligation tc say that we cannot measure

these important things as well as people think we can.

C: Well, surely you can be a little less vague as to what you

would do. We have been asked to present an evaluation design

by a week from next Wednesday. And if we are going to have any

pretesting this year we need to get at it next moath.

E: I am not trying to be evasive. I prefer gradually developed

plans - "progressive focusing" Parlett and Hamilton call it. I

would not feel pressed by the deadline. I would perhaps pre-

sent a sketch like this one (drawing some papers from a folder);

one which Les McLean used in the evaluation of an instant-access

film facility. His early emphasis was on finding out what issues

most concern the people in and around the project.

C: I think of that as the Programme Director's job.

E: Yes, and the evaluation study might be thought of - in part -

as helping the Programme Director with his job.

C: Hmmm. It is the Secretary I was thinking we would be helping.

You made the point that different people need different infor-

mation, but it seems to me that you are avoiding the information

that the Secretary and many other people want.

E: Let's talk a bit about what the Secretary, or any responsible

official, wants. I am not going to presume that a cost-

effectiveness ratio is what he wants, or what he would find use-

ful. We may decije later that it is.

First of all, I think that what a responsible official wants in

this situation is evidence that the National Programme peoplu

are carrying out their contract, chat the responsibility for



developing new teaching techniques continues to be well placed,

and that objectionable departures from the norms of professional

work are not occurring.

Second, I think a responsible official wants information that

can be used in discussions about policy and tactics.

Our evaluation methodology is not refined enough to give cost-

effectiveness statements that policy-setters or managers can

use. The conditionality of our ratios and our projections is

formidabre. What we can'do is acquaint decision-makers with

this particular programme, with its activities and its statis-

tics, in a way that permits them to relate it to their experi-

ences with other programmes. We do not have the competence to

manage educational programmes by ratios and projections

- management is still an art. Maybe it should remain an art

- but tor the time being we must accept it as a highly partic-

oler,7od and judgmental art.

C: I agree - in part. Many evaluation studies are too enormously

detailed for effective use by decision-makers. Many of the

variables they useare simplistic, even though they show us how

their variables correlate with less simplistic measures. Some

studies ignore the unrealistic arrangements that are made as

experimental controls. But those objectionable features do not

make it right to de-emphasize measurement. The fact that

management is an art.does not mean that managers should avoid

'good technical information.

What I want from an evaluation is a good reading - using the

best techniques available - a good reading of the principal

costs and of the principal benefits. I have no doubt that the

evaluation methodology we have now is sufficient for us to show

people in government, in the schools, and in the general public

what the programme has accomplished.

E: If I were to be your evaluator I would get you that reading. I

would use the best measures of resource allocation, and of

teaching effort, and of student problem-solving we can find.

But I would be honest in reporting the limitations of those

measures. And I would find other ways also of observing and

reporting the accomplishments and the problems of the National

Programme.

C: That of course is fair. I do not want to avoid whatever real

problems there may be. I do want to avoid collecting opinions

as to what problems (and accomplishments) there might be. I

want good data. I want neither balderdash nor gossip. I wa, t

my questions answered and I want the Secretary's questions

answered.
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And those questions might change as we go along. You would

call that "formative evaluation"?

E: Sometimes. I would also call it "responsive".

C: What kind of final report would you prepare for us?

E: I brought along a couple of examples of previous reports. I

can leave them with you. I can provide other examples if you

would like. Whether there is a comprehensive or brief final

report, whether there is one or several, those decisions can

be made later.

C: No, I'm alraid that simply won't do. If ie are to commit funds

to an evaluation study, we must have a clear idea in advsnce of

how "ong it is going to take, what it will cost, and what kind

of product to expect. That does not mean that we could not

change our agreement later.

E: If you need a promise at the outset, we can make it. Believe

me, I do not believe .st is in your best interests to put a lot

of specifications into the "contract". I would urge you to

choose your evaluator in terms of how well he has satisfied hia

previous clients more than on the promises he would make so

early.

C: would be irresponsible of me not to have a commitment from

him.

E: Of course. And your evaluator should take sDme of the

jo proposing what should be specified and what options

.thoulo be left open.

Let me be frank about one worry I have. I am afraid I may get

an evaluator who is going to use our funding to "piggy-back"

a research project he has bee.. wanttng to do. He might agree

to do "ou:" evaluation study but it might have very little to

do with the key drcisions of the Experimental Teaching pro-

gramme.

E: It is reasone.le to expect any investigato to continue old

interests in Iew rroundings. When you buy him you buy his

curiosities. ;ay develop hypotheses, for example, about

problem sov'71g .*(1 t.?aching hl/notheses that zound most

relevant to _nf: - but te.i. of these hypotheses

may be of lit-Li._ u,e those v.:R. sponsor, operate, or benefit

from th, programme.

His f;:rou.ite tactics, a carefully controlled comparative re-

searcL ,frort or a historical iongitudinal research study, for

example, might be attractive to your staff. But he is not



inclined to talk about how unnecessary this approach may be.

The inertia In his past work may be too strong. You are right,

there is a danger. I think it can best be handled by looking

at the assignments the evaluator has had before, and by getting

him to say carefully what he is doing and why, and by the spon-

sor saying very carefully which he wants and does not want, and

by everybody being sceptical as to the value of each under-

taking, and suggesting alternatives.

C: Would you anticipate publishing
the evaluation study in a pro-

fessional journal?

E: Even when an article or book is desired it is rare for an eval-

uation study to be suitable for the professional market.

Eval.Jeti/In studies are too long, too multi-purposive, too non-

gencr.:j!za5le and too dull for most editors. Research activi-

ties within the evaluation project sometimes are suitable fOr

ludience of researchers.

T usually suppose that my evaluation w'rk is not done for that

:arpose. If something worth publishinc, became apparent I would

talk over the possibilities with you.

C: I think something like that should be in writing. What other

assurances can you give me that you would not take advantage

of us? Do you operate with some specific "rules of confiden-

tiality"?

E: I would have no objection to a contract saying that I would not

release findings about the project without your authorization.

I consider the teachers, adminisirators, parents and children

also have rights here. Sometimei I will want to get a formal

release from them. Sometimes I will rely on my judgment as to

what should and should not be made public, or even passed along

to you. In most regards I would follow your wishes. If I

should find that you are a scoundrel, and it is re,-ant to my

evaluatIon studies, I will break my contract and pass the word

along to those whom I believe should know.

C: I have nothing to lose, but others involved may have. I do not

want to sanction scurrilous
muck-raking in the name of indepen-

dent evalUation. I wonder if you are too ready to depend on

your own judgment. What if it is you who are the scoundrel?

E: I would expect you to expose me.

C: By exposing you I would be exposing my bad judgment in selecting

you - the line of thought I would return to is the safeguard

you would offer us against misman3gement of the evaluation study.
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E: The main safeguard, I think, is what I was offering at the be-
ginning: communication and negotiation.' In day to day matters'
I make many decisions, but not alone. My colleagues, my spon-
sors, my information sources help make those decisions. A good
contract helps, but it should leave room for new responsibili-
ties to be exercised. It should help assure us that we will
get together frequently and talk about what the evaluation
study is doing and what it should be doing.

C: What about your quickness to look for problems in the programme?
Perhaps you consider your own judgment a bit too precious.

E: I do not think so. Perhaps. I try to get confirmation from
those I work with and from those who see things very differently
Ulan_ I do. I deliberately look for disconfirmation of the judg-
ments I make and the judgments I gather from others. If you
are thinking about the judgments of what is bad teaching and
learning I try to gather the judgments of people both who are
more expert than I and those who have a greater stake in it
than I. I cannot help but show some of my judgments, but I
will look for hard data that support my judgment and I will
look just as hard for evidence that runs counter to my opinion.

C: That was nicely said. I did not mean to be rude.

E: You speak of a problem that cuts deeply. There are few depend-
abte checks on an eva-luator's judgment. I recognise that.

C: You would use consultation with the project staff and with me,
as a form of check and balance.

E: Yes. And I think that you would feel assured by the demands I
place upon myself for corroboration and cross-examination of
findings.

C: Well, there seems to me to be a gap in the middle. You have
talked about how we would look for problems and how you would
treAt findings - but will there be any findings? What will the
study yield?

E: If I were to be your evaluator we might start by identifying
some of the key aims, issues, arrangements, activities, people,
etc. We would ask ouvselves what decisions are forthcoming,
what information would we like to have. I would check these
ideas with the programme staff. I would ask you and them to
look over some thingF I and other evaluators haNe done in the
past, and say what looks worth doing. The problem would soon
be too big a muddle. and we would have to start our diet.

C: I don't care much for the metaphor.



E: That may be as good a basis as any for rejecting an evaluator

- his bad choice of metaphors.

C: I've just realized how late it is. I am hoping not to be re-

jecting any evaluators today. Perhaps ycu would be willing to

continue this later.

. Let me make a proposal. I appreciate the immediacy of the

sithation. I know a young woman with a doctorate and research

err,erience, who might be available to co-ordinate the evalua-

tion work. If so, I could probably be persuaded to be the

director, on a quarter-time basis. Let me go co.rer your mate-

rials with her. We would prepare a,sketch of an eval%uation

plan, and show it to you along with some examples of her pre-

vious work.

C: That is a nice offer. Let me look at your examples and think

about it before you go ahead. Would it be all right if I

called you first thing tomorrow morning? Crood. Thanks very

much for coming by.

Commentary on the Conversation with a Responsive Evaluator

I recognised as I started to develop this conversation that the

negotiating conditions tnat I had experienced and the rhetoric I was

familiar with were not common in other countries. I felt that the

tenacious reader could overcome those parochial features to get at

issues that are common to evaluation of large-scale programmes any-

where.

Many ;Elders would prefer a listing of issues rather than a dia-

logue; I agree that listings can be helpful. I do believe that

issues take on a different meaning le:.en they are presented in natu-

ral discourse, end that it is useful for practitioners and theorists

alike to give attention to these different meanings. The inter-

weaving of pride, vulnerability, aspiration, and other personal and

political characteristics into educational purpose and method are

more apparent in such discourse than in such a checklist as I pre-

sented earlier.

I wanted to keep it a two-person, informal situation for simpli-

city and because I guessed that that would be most common in Europe.

In the U.S.A. open bidding for evaluation contracts is required by

law for many national and state programmes. The negotiations have

become formal, legalistic, often
impersonal, with little attention

to the issues raised in this dialogue. Siace I was too unfamiliar

with any European setting and frame of mind I kept the idea of a

conversation but made it an American scenario.
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I sent an early draft of this conversation to the following
persons for comments, particularly as to how the Commissioner might
respond:

Heinrich Bauersfeld
Mathematics Curriculum Developer
University of Bielefeld

Joseph M. Cronin
Secretary of Educational Affn
Szate of Massachusetts

Astrid Nystrom
National Boardiof Education
Stockholm

Nils-Eric Svensson,
Executive Director
Stiftelsen Riksbankens
Jublleumsfond

Stockholm

R.A. Becher
Nuffield Foundation
London

Robert Glasser, Co-Director
Learning Research and Development
Center

University of Pittsburgh

Lawrence Stenhouse, Director
Centre for Applied Research in

Education
University of East Anglia

Marc Tucker
National Institute of Education
Washington, D.C.

Most of these respondents found the issues relevant and difficult to
resolve. Most noted the discrepancies between their real situations
and the fictitipus situation. I used many of the wordings they sug-
gested in revising the dialogue. Most of them wanted a quicker
declaration of'purposes and plans, but my responsive evaluator is
convinced that many of the shortcomings of evaluation studies are
traced to a willingness to guess at what the key variables and issues
are and to make an irretrievable commitment to personnel and instru-
mentation. And so he is vague, but explorative; anxious to base
his worthiness on past performance rather than on what he might
promise at present. It is not a stance that 011 the respondents

--found persuasive. Some of the reactions of the eight administrators
named above are most insightful. I quote a sample of these reactions:

"Now, if this were my country the project leader would probably
not be so free to make his own decisions. They would have been
made at a 'higher' level."

"Over here a project director has to fight to get his project
evaluated."

"...how clearly this conversation brought out the differing
assumptions made in the U.S. from those which would be made in
this country - fur example that funds ere normally made avail-
abe under c,-ntract, that such c,)ntracts stipulate the need for
evaluation, and that tc,y impose tight deadlines."

"The dialogue presupposes that the evaluator is a well-Known
person,...A minor researcher, on his way up,...might expect to
he treated with more firmness and prejudice bv the commissioner."
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"I read your hypothetical conversation over and over again, and

(I found the evaluator) too damn patronizing."

"It is necessary to clarify the project philosophy. What really

shall be improved? ...the teaching of fractions, the sensitivi-

ty of the teacher, the degree of variey/differentiatedness,

the style of interaction between teacher and students, or what

else?"

"It should be more 'product'-oriented, a typical concern of

action administrators."

"The commissioner might probe more to find out if the evaluator

is really sympathetic to the programme, shares the values of

the creators, thinks it has promise, is willing to concentrate

on the goals and variables important to the project staff,

shares with the project staff some agreement as to what might

be valid indicators of project success."

^Many commissioners would (want) the evaluator to present re-

sults...h go along with (their) own interests, or those of

the decision makers at higher levels. The Commissioner might

discard the evaluator as soon as he realizes that the desired

results cannot be bought so easily."

"I would have had the commissioner more tough-minded...raising

questions about time span, costs, and scope of the evaluation;

the experience and qualifications of the evaluator; the

'subjectivity' of the proposed evidence, the apparent untidi-

ness of the lvaluation design, end whether the evaluator's re-

port will offer recommendations about the continuance or dis-

continuance of the experiment."

"The commissioner might press for what the evaluator means by

'usefulness'...13 it the furtherance of science, of psycho-

log1c61 methods, of parent insight, of the manipulative power

of stee.lng board members, of the child's self awareness,

o If the evaluator tries to serve all these needs, he is

overburdened and soon will become a distractor and an explosive

power in the project."

"The paint is: How much do the commissloner and evaluator

join the common insincority of prod.,!c:ing designs o which they

do not stand by?"

"The commi5s4iner might we'll want to knov 1-ow much time of how

many people with what kind of experien:e and training will be

required, and at w'int ccst."
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"Recognition should be made of the fact that commissioners do

have particular constituencies and that a wise evaluation would

help meet the questions of these constituencies, at the same

time getting on with the problems that may lie deeper."

"The commissioner might want to know whether the evaluator's

preliminary observations will be available to project staff as

the project proceeds, whether such views will be available to

others, and what control he will have over premature release of

findings."

"The commissioner miOt want some 'right of reply, to n4Lative

findings, whenever they are released, or a chance to confer

with the evaluator on the basis of draft reports before the

final reports are published."

"The commissioner might want to know how disruptive the evalua-

tor will be, how much time of project staff he will take, whether

he can make use of measures routinely administered, whether he

.will" demand tha use of control groups, etc."

"If the evaluator's racial, ethnic, or cultural background are

different from staff and students, the commissioner might try

to find out if the evaluator sees those differences as a prob-

lem, and, if so, what the evaluator would propose to do about

t ."

"Is it not too egotistical to 'learn as much as we can from the

project'? Such an outcome is the byproduct of the project, too

often the only worthwhile one. A foundation will hardly pay

million:, for the learnings of the project staff and evaluators."

"I would have suggested some.additianal issues, such as that

of access to pf3rticipating schools: information about the proj-

ect's underlying aims: the right to confidentiality of par-

ticipants.in the programme, and the concern for 'proof', rather

than evidence, of success or failure."

"I don't thin% our evaluators have audiences. They have to

create them."

Most of these respondents felt that more should have been accom-

plished in that hypothetical meeting of commissioner and evaluator.

Most tnought that it was realistic and included some of the more im-

portant issues that ne,sd to be resolved in such a negotiation.



A esony'r,:%tion between a person who is commissioning an independent

evaluation study and the evaluator who_favours a "goal-free" approach

C: Well, we're very glad you were able to take this on for us. We

consider thiL programme in,reading for the disadvantaged to be

one of the most important we have ever funded. I expect you'd

like to get together with the project staff as soon as possible

- the director is here now - and of course, there's quite a

collection of documents covering the background of the project

that you'll need. We've assembled a set of these for you to

take back with you tonight.

E: Thanks, but I think I'll pass on meeting the staff and on the

materials. I will have my secretary get in touch with the

director soon, though, if you can give me the phone numbers.

C: Y zi.en you're planning to see them later? But you've got so

little time - we thought that bringing the director in would

really speed things up. Maybe you'd better see him - I'm

afraid he'll be pretty upset about making the trip for nothing.

Besides, he's understandably nervous about the whole evaluation.

I think his team is worried that you won't really appreciate

their approach unless you spend a good deal of time with them.

E: Unfortunately, I can't both evalua/e their achievements with

reasonable objectivity and also gc through a lengthy indoc-

trination session with them.

C: Well, surely you want to know what they are trying to do - what's

distinctive about their approach?

E: I already know more than I need to know about their goals

- teaching reading to disadvantaged youngsters, right?

C: But that's so vague - why, they developed their own instruments,

and a yerv detailed curric You can't cut yourself off

from that! Otherwise, you'll finish up criticizing them for

failing to do what they never tried to do. I can't let you do

that. In fact, I'm getting a little nervous about Letting you

go any further with the whole thing. Aren't you going to see

them at all? You're prrposing to evaluate a three million dol-

lar project without ever, 'ooking at it?

E: As far es possible, yes. Of course, I'm handicapped by being

brought in so late and under a tight deadline. so I may have

to make compromises. On the general issue, I think you're

sufferinr from some misconception about evaluation. You're

usea to the rathel' co7y re:ationship which often - in my view -

contaminates the objentivity of the evaluator. You r. uld think

about the evaluation of drugs by the double-blind approach...
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But even there, the evaluator has to know the intended effect

of the drug in order to set up the tests. In the educational

field, it's much harder to pin down goals and that's where

you'll have to get together with the developers.

E: The drug evaluator and the educational evaluator do not even

have to know the direction of the intended effect, Itated in

very general terms, let alone the intended extent of success.

It's the evaluator's job to find out what effects the drug has,

and to assess them. If (s)he is told in which direction to

look, that's a handy hint but it's potentially prejudicial.

One of the evaluator's most e.il contributions may be to

reconceptualize the effects. zltaer than regurgitating the ex-

Perimenter's conception of

C: This is too far-out altoge ier hat are you suggesting the

evaluator do - test for effe, ln every possible variable? He

can't do that.

E: Oh, but he has to do that anyway. I'm not adding to his burden.

How do you suppose he picks up side effects? Asks the experi-

menter for a list? That would be cozy. It's the evaluator's

job to look out for effects the experimenter (or producer etc.)

did not expect or notice. The so-called "side effects", whether

good or bad, often wholly determine the outcome of the evalua-

tion. It's absolutely irrelevant to the evaluator whether these

are "side" or "main" effects; that lang,age refers to the

intentions of the producer and the evaluator isn't evaluating

intentions but achievements. In fact, it's risky to hear even

general descriptions of the intentions, because it focuses your

attention away from the "side-effects" and tends to make you

overlook or down weight them.

C: You still haven't answered the practical question. You can't

test for all possible effects. So this posture is absurd. It's

much more useful to tell the producer how well he's achieved

what he set out to achieve.

E: The producer undoubtedly set out to do something really worth-

while in educatinn. That's the really significant formulation

of his goals and it's to that formulation the evaluator must

address himself. There's also a highly particularized descrip-

tion of the goals - or there should be - and the producer may

need some technical help in deciding whetner he got there, but

that certainly.isn't what yoE, as the dispenser of taxpayer's

funds, need tc know. You need to know if the money was wasted

or well-spent etc.
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C: Look, I already had advice on the goals. That's what my advi-

sory panel tells me when it recommends which proposal to fund.

What I'm paying you for is to judge success, not legitimacy of

the direction of effort.

E: Unfortunately for that way of d.tviding the pie, your panel can't

tell what configuration of actual effects would result, and

that's what I'm here to assess. Moreover, your panel is just

part of the whole proress that led to this product. They're

not immune to criticism, nor are you, and nor is the producer.

(And nor am I.) Right now, you have - with assistance -

prodwed something, and I am going to try to determine whether

it has any merit. When I've produced my -evaluation, you can

swilch roles and evaluate it - or get sta,Meone else to do so.

But it's neither possible nor proper for an evaluator to get by

without assessing the merits of what hers been done, not just

its consonance with what someone else thought was meritorious.

It isn't proper because it's passing the buck, dodging the - or

one of the - issue(s). It isn't possible because (it's almost

certain that) no one else has laid down the merits of what has

actually happened. It's very unlikely, you'll agree, that the

producer has achieved exact_y the original goals, without short-

fall, overrun or side-effects. So - unless you want to abrogate

the contract we just signed - you really have to face the fact

that I shall be passing on the merits of whatever has been done

- as well as determining exactly what that is.

C: I'm thinking of at least getting someone else in to do it too

- somecne ..vith a less peculiar notion of evaluation.

E: I certo.i.1- hope you do. There's very little evidence about

the inc.erjudge reliability of evaluators. I would of course co-

operate fully in any such arrangement by refraining from any

communication whatsoever with the other evaluator.

C: I'm beginning to get the feeling you get paid rather well for

speaking to no one. Will'you kindly explain how you're going

to check on all variables? Or are you going to take advantage

of the fact that I have told you it's a reading programme - I'm

beginning to feel that I let slip some classified information.

What's your idea of an ideal evaluation situation - one where

you don't know what you're evaluating?

E: In evaluation, blind is beautiful. Remember that Justice her-
,

self is blind, and good medical research is double blind. The

educational evaluator is severely handicapped by the impossi-

bility of double-blind conditions in most educational contexts.

But (s)he must still work very hard at keeping out prejudicial
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information. You can't do an eva2uation without know'ng what

it is you're supposed to evaluate - the treatment - but you do

not need or want to know what it's supposed to do. You've al-

ready told me too much in that direction. I still need to know

some things about the nature of the treatment itself, and I'll

find those out from the director, via my secretary, who can fil-

ter out surplus data on intentions etc. before relaying it to

me. That data on the treatment is what cuts the problem down

to size; I have the knowledge about probable or possible ef-

fects of treatments like that, from the research literature,

that enables me to avoid the necessity for examining all pos-

sible variants.

C: Given the weakness of research in this area, aren't you still

pretty vulnerable to missing an unprecedented effect?

E: Somewhat, but I have a series of procedures for picking these

up, from participant observation to teacher interview to samp-

ling from a list of educational variables. I don't doubt I

slip up, too; but I'm willing to bet I miss less than anyone

sloshing through the swamp towards goal-achievement. I really

think you should hire someone else to do it independently.

C: We really don't have the budget for it...maybe you can do some-

thing y-ur way. But I don't know how I'm going tn reassure the

project staff. This is going to seem a very alien, threatening

kind of approach to them, I'm afraid.

E: Pple that feel threatened by referees who won't accept their

hospitality don't understand about impartiality. This isn't

support for the enemy, it's neutrality. I don't want to penal-

ize them for faiLing to reach over-ambitious goals. I want to

give them credit for doing something worthwhile in getting half-

way to those goals. I don't want to restrict them to credit for

their announced contracts. Educators often do more good in unex-

pected din. tions than the intended ones. My approach preserves

their chance in those directions. In my experience, interviews

with project staff are excessively concerned with explanations

of shortfall. But shortfall has no significance for me at all.

It has some for you, because it's a measure of the reliability

of the projections they make in the future. If I were evaluating

them as a production team, I'd look at that as part of the -crack

record. But right now I'm evaauating their product - a reading

programme. And it may be the hest in the world even If it's

only half as good as they intended. No, I'm not wor:,ng in a

way that's prejudiced against them.



C: I'm still haunted by a feeling this is an unrealistic approach.

For example, how the devil would I ever know who to get as an

evaluator except in terms of goal-loaded descriptions. I got

you - in fact, I invited you on the phone - to handle a "reading

programme for disadvantaged kids" which is goal-loaded. I

couldn't even have worked out whether you'd had any experience

in this area except by using that description. Do you think

evaluators should be universal geniuses? How can they avoid

goal-laden language in describing themselves?

E: There's nothing wrong with classifying evaluators by their oast

performance. You only risk contamination when you tell them

what you want them to do this time, using the goals of this pro-

ject as you do so. There's nothing unrealistic aboui the al-

ternative, any more than there is about cutting names off

scientific papers when you, as an editor, send them out to be

refereed. You could perfectly well have asked me if I was free

to taXe on an evaluation task in an area of previous experience

- a particularly important one, you could have added - requiring,

as it seemed to you, about so much time and with so much fees

involved. I could have made a tentative acceptance and then

come in to look into details, as I did today.

C: What details can you look at?

E: Sample materials, or descriptions by an observer of the process,

availability of controls, time constraints etc. What I found

today made it clear you simply wanted the best that could be

done in a very limited time, and I took it on that basis

- details later. Of course, it probably won't answer some of

the crucial evaluation questions, but to do that you should

have brought someone in at the beginning. Your best plan would

have been to send me reasonably typical materials and tell me

how long the treatment runs. That would have let me form my

own tentative framework. But no evaluator gets perfect condi-

tions. The trouble is that the loss is not his, it's the con-

sumer's. And that means he's usually not very motivated to

preserve his objectivity. It'z more fun to be on friendly

terms.with the project peopie. By the way, the project I'm on

for you is hard to describe concisely in .1Dai-free language,

but that's not true in all cases. I often do CAI evaluations,

for example, and other educational technology cases, where the

description of the project isn't goal-loaded.

C: L3ok, how long after you've looked at materials before you form

a pretty good ideri about the goals of the project? Isn't it a

bit absurd to fir:It over Ilenring it a little earlier?



E: The important. question is nr)t whether 1 do infer the goals but
whether 1 mwl infer some .)ther possible effects before 1 am

locked-in to a 'set' towards the projeot's own goals. For

example, I've looked at ele.menterv sohool materials and thought

to myself - vocabulary, spelling, general knowledge, twc-

dimensl-ina :'eproi.,ntat cn 7:-nventions, book-orientation, read-

ing ski..s, indevendet study capacity, and SO on. It isn't

important whioh of these is the main goal 7...if the authors

have made any significant headway on it, it will_ show up; I'm

not li';ely to miss it altogether. And the other dimensions are

not masked by your set if you don't have one. Remember that

even if a single side-effect doesn't swamp the intended effect,

the'totality of then may make a very real plus for this pro-

gramme by comparion with others which do about an well on the

intenc'ed effect and on cost. After I've looked at materials

(not inc.uding teachers' handbooks, etc., I loot-. at their

tests. If course, looking at materials is a little_c;,)rrupting,

lf want to talk about pure approaches. What I should

really ne looking at is students - especfally changes in stu-

dents, ahd even more especially, changes due to these materials.

'rn quite happy to be looking at their tent.results, for

example. Put the evaluator usually has to work pretty liard4

bEf,re he can establish cause. It's worth realizing, however,

that if he hsd al: that, his ;11.)b is not yet half done. But I

guess :he most important practical arzument for goal-free

evaIuation is -no we ha..'en't :c.,uz.hed yet.

l'm 1.:ra:i there isn't time go into that now,
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